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Pre face
.
The world production of Vool was estimated in 1931
at 3,690,000,000 lbs., of which apor oxirnately 435,577,000 lbs.
were grown in the United States.
The tariff assessment on vVool under the Hawley-
Smoot bill has been so excessive that foreign Vools have been
prohibited. This has caused a quite reinarkable increase in
the production of Vool in this country. because of the loca-
tion of the ;/oolen and Worsted F;ill3 in New England and the
North Atlantic states, nearly all 'Vestern Wools are brought
east and stored in the V/ool warehouses at Toston and Philadel-
phia. The sumrcer season finds these little-known industries
very busy receiving the '^Vo'ls frorr the west. Once upon a time
the winter season found therr. quite as busy receiving foreign
Wools frorr; ports all over the world, but this business has
vanished alrost completely within recent years. The warehouse-
m.en are now locking to the future in the hope that a roundr^d-
out year of hard work, handling both domeatic and foreign
Wools, may again reward t]ierr. with a profit.
My association with the ,Vool warehousing industry
and a deep interest in its problems have led m.e into thJs
field. I am greatly indebted to I/r. F. A. Haring for the
ti'^ely apoearance of his book, entitled, '''Varehousing'' , which
has served to clear many foggy places for me, and to ¥r.
1
sThomas J. Fay, to whom I have had to turn for much valuable
information not only on vyarehou sing but also on Tronsportat ^* o-
problems which are so closely allied one to the other.
The Author.

3Introduction
SOME RECENT TRENLiS IN GENERAL T.IERCHANLISE »VAREHOTTSi:'G
New York City "boasts a warehouse which is probably
the most cor.plete organization of its kind either in t^-'is
country or abroad. It will best serve to illustrate the
possibilities of modern wareho^j ^ing .
The Eush Terminal Conpany is like a city in it-
self. It consists of one hundred and twenty-three buildings
with a capacity of 26,000,000 cubic feet.(l) It is a system
of public warehouses, an ocean terminal, and it comprises
also a manufacturing division, housing about three hundred
manufacturing corrpanies and sales organizations and some-
thing like thirty thousand people. It has its own piers,
where it handles about twenty-five percent of all the foreign
trade tr^iffic in New York City. These piers accomiodate
twenty-five steamship lines. Practically all the raw mate-
rials im.ported through the port of New York are handled at
its docks. It owns its own system of lighters, car floats,
tugs, etc., and it connects outside of its own piers, using
its own boats, with every pier in Hew York harbor. It has
its own railroad running about one thous'-'nd cars a day.
Thirty odd miles of railro-'d track connects with its piers
and branch warehouses. It acts also as a terminal a,: ncy
(1) I/ianufacturing and Distribution Economies, Tush Terminal
Com.pany, Page 4.

4for all the railroads that enter New York City, which makes
possible centralized handling and brings to the terminal a
wealth of business. It also possesses its own fleet of
trucks for door-to-door delivery, its ov/n floating grain
elevators, and its own refrigerating plant and storage
system for perishables.
When the Push TerLiinal was established, it was
the intention of the m-anagem^ent to limit the use of the
terminal to those -/ho hired a certain amount of space on a
rental basis, but it has extended its services so that it
now offers a complete service to all who wish to store mer-
chandise. The terminal mianagement will accept goods from,
its customers, handle all transactions in connection with
the forwarding of the m.erchandise to destination (even wben
that destination is in a foreign country), collect the bill,
and remit the proceeds from tbe transaction to its custom.er.
Because all these services are handled by one agency, they
can be accomrplished at a minimum cost.
This com,pany has been the sponsor for a number of
nev/ innovations in warehousing. It agrees to de!'iver prorrt-
ly in the New York m.arlret whatever happens to be needed by
a customer of its custom.er, whether it be one package or a
truckload. This form, of service has m.ade a oarticular appeal
to rT'anufacturers of high cost equioment, of whic}- the retainer
feels that he can afford to carry only a very limited supply.
A great many radio manufacturers have utilized the services
of the term:inal largely because of its ability to fill and

5deliver small orders prorpt ly . ( 1 ) *
A further development along this same line may-
be credited to this comoany also. Responsible retailers
in New York City may be placed on what the Eush Terminal
Corpany chooses to call its "preferred dealer list", which
allows to them the privilege of ordering direct from the
manufacturer's stock at the te'^m.inal. This privilege of
requisitioning goods stored almost within arm's re^ ch has
been of untold importance since hand -to-m.outh buying has
been the usual custom. (2)
The Push Terminal Company has also created two
new instruments of commercial credit. One it calls the
Eush Service Certificate, which is a "document of continu-
ous possession, comprising in effect a through Eill of Lading
for rail and ocean transit, for interm.ediary carriage, storaH,e
,
and handling, and a warehouse receipt. "(3) The other is
known as the Push Trade Facility 'Varrant. This is also a
document of continuous possession, with a gua'ranteed matur-
ity, "it embodies the same broad responsibilities embraced
in the certificate form but with a definitely fixed period
of maturity, and is designed to provide credit advances on
goods warehoused abroad; whereas the certi ""icate is intended
to cover goods shipped ag-iinst contingent or expected orders
or ap-;ainst firm orders. "(4) There are several disti^.ct ad-
vantages wh"ch accrue to the use of these new forms: (1) a
(1) Leveloping T-Iew Eusi-.ess for Varehouses, T' . A. P'^ring,
Distribution and Warehousing, August, 1P31
(2) Ivore Profits in New York, Eush Distribution Service, Page 6
(3) and (4) Warehouse Receipts Included in New Commercial
Documents, Distribution and Varehousing, Anril, 1P3C

6definite placing of responsibility for the goocb from
point of receipt to point of . delivery : (2) a drastic
reduction of loss and damage factors tVjrourh elimination
of intermediary handling; and (o) the responsibility of
the Push Terminal Company as security, with ample insurance
protect ion.
•it -jr -Si- it %i ic 4c-
There are several other developments which have
taken place in connection with the warehousing of general
mierchandise : (1) the necessity of storing goods at strategic
points in order to meet demand; {2) the group warehousing
plan; (3) the growth of chain store warehousing; and (4)
field warehousing.
1. The modern system of housekeeping has been in
large part responsible for the first development. Pecause
the housev/ife chooses to buy only for i.^rr,ediate need, the
storekeeper bases his purchasing of supplies on much the
same principle. At the same time he does insist that his
orders be filled promptly. Consequently, the financial
burden of carrying goods in stock has bee^i thrown back up-
on the mianufac turcrs , who h'=Lve found it necessary to keep
stocks of goods on hand in key cities all over the country
in order that they may meet pro-^-ptly the demands of f-e ir
customers. The warehou serran has had to accusurr '-imself to
this type of business. vVhere he used to serve a fs./ large
customers, today he must endeavor to secure the patronage of
nui'. e r ou s sr-ia 1 1 ones.
4
2. •Vithin recent years group -.varehcvr l.ig has "been
cried out with more or less success in an effort to r'e.alize
economies. Group warehousing means coo"oorative warehc. oing
within one or two selected warehouses by a group o'' manufact-
urers of similar products. The first economy they aim to
secure is the lower frei,-ht rate obtainable on carload ship-
ments. This may be accomplished by the pooling of corrodities
among menbors of trie grcuo, if necessary.
The warehouses are selected w'th great care, those
being chosen which are the most conveniently located for the
distribution of the products. They aim in this way to m.ake
possible a speedier delivery of the goods and at a lesser
cost. The fact that goods of a similar charactsr, with
m.uch the sam.e outlets, are stored on the same premises,
results in a further economy. One truck may be used to
deliver at one time small quantities of numerous types of
goods destined for the same purchasers. They believe also
that another benefit is derived fromi this method; that is,
the reduction of traffic congestion.
Then, too, the warehouse crew who specializes in
the handling of like commodities becomes the more efficient
for the specialization.
Tr. is form of storage has '^een developed largely
among the grocery trade, often in connection v/ith the volun-
tary chairs of independent grocers who have banded together
in order bo meet chain store competition.

3. Another development in the General Iverchan-
dise warehousing business has resulted from cnain store
demands. Since the numerous mergers of chain stores which
took Tjlace during the period of expansion prio;:' to the de-
pression, chain s'-.ore warehousing in the strategic cities
of the United States has been developed to such an extent
that they have found it worth while to invite sone of the
large manufacturing units from whom they purchase goods
to utilize some of their wareViov^sing soace for the storage
of their goods. (1)
This provides a nev/ and dangerous form of comoeti-
tion for the legitimate warehousing industi'^y, for it costs
this industry not only the storage of the chain store goods
but also of many manufacturers who are induced to store
with these warehouses for fear of losing the patronage of
the chain sboro. The chain store solicitor seeks to interest
the manufacturer with the promise that his co' pany will fill
its requirements from, the stock which the manufacturer
carries in the chain store warehouse.
4. Field warehousing is a form of custodian
warehousing and is m.ost popular in the canning industry.
Its purpose is to make good collateral for loans. It has
come into existence because som.e owners of goods must provide
for stor'ige of their goods on their own premises and at the
same time issue some form of receipt backed by the goods as
(1) Chain Jobber '.Var ehousing - Its Inroads on the Public
Storage Business, by H . A. Haring , Distribution and
\Vareh ou s i ng
,
June , 1931.

9collateral in order that they may finance them for a period
of time. This has been accomplished by placing the gocds
in what is called a "field" warehouse, which is, in reality,
a branch warehouse on the premises of the manufacturer who
finds it necessary or expedient to carry a Isrcre inventory
of raw or finished products. This warehouse is placed in
the custody of a licensed warehouseman, whose responsibili-
ties are the same as those of any warehouseman.
This system of field warehousing is economicaJly
sound, but only so long as the integrity of the wareViouse-
man or custodian is maintained. It has in general fallen
short of expectations, althoup^h it has achieved som.e popu-
larity among canneries, particularly along the Pacific Coast.

Chapter I
A BRIEF HISTORY OP WAREFOUSING
'.Varehoi:slng in the Old '.»orld (fr om an cient times
to the 17th century
One of the authorities on modern warehousing,
I'.r . II. . llaring, draws a line of distinction between
''storing' and ''warehousing'', when he s^ys, "Warehousing is
more than mere pres?rving. Warehousing implies storage, but
warehousing connotes the additional element of trade and
profit: warehousing is storing for the purpose of corr.ercial
gain."(l) Howevvr, even within the industry, it is customary
to use the two words interchangeably.
Suffice it is to say that the storing of goods is
an ancient function, it being a natural instinct for m.an and
animal to preserve foodstuffs and other necessaries against
the day of need. Seasonal variations have helped to make t'';is
essential always. One of the earliest references to the
storing of commodities is in the very first book of the Eible:
the incident of Joseph's preparation for the seven lean years
of which he foretold.
"And the famdne was over all the face of the earth: And
Joseph opened all the storehouses, and sold unto the Egyptians
and the famine waxed sore in the land of Ep;ypt .
"
Just as the Egyptian storehouse which saved the land
from famine was under Pharoah ' s CQ-itrol, so all the early
(1) H. Faring, Warehousing, Page 4.
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storehouses were either controlled by the king or the
State
.
Not only the Egyptians in their early civiliza-
tion but others knew of the a^-t of storing. "Anci^^nt Eab77lon,
which rose to importance some time after -^OOO P.C., under a
Senitic people, was a market place for wures brought not only
from the South (Arabia) and West (Syria) but also from the
East (Iran, the later Persia )."(!)
Just as soon as trading bet'veen different comrruni-
ties became a part of the corrrorcial schem.e, .I'ust as soon as
some element of transportation by land or sea was introduced,
then warehousing became a matter of importance. Only the most
valuable of Roods could be transported because of the trem^end-
ous cost of transportation, and this fact made the safe deposit
o^ the goods at the end of the journey very essential. Some
of the ear y storehouses are very interesting. Luring the
period of the Crusades, when Venice was supreme, about 12G0
A.D. , merchants from, diffe 'ent countries visiting in Venice
were forced to stay at the "Fondaco dei Tedeschi'', a building
which belonged to the City of Venice, and wViich served as s
hotel, a v/arehouse, and an office for controlling the trade. (2)
The Venetians did not aim to be hospitable by t^i s action.
Quite to the contrary, they housed the foreign tradesman, after
disarmiing him, so that they could keep him under survellliance
,
and his chattels so that the Venetian government could be as-
sured of the collection of its duties. Later someth.ing .-ry
(1) Olive Lay, A History of Commerce, Fage 11
(ii) Olive Lay, A History of Commerce, Page 95
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similar to this Pondaco dei Tedeschi was established in
London, Enpi;land. The English merchants ''possessed a settle-
ment, surrounded by a strong wall, and comprising ware'-^o^jses
,
r--sidences, a fine hall, and a Dleasfint garden, which was
known as the Steelyard. "( 1
)
Not only did Venice boast the first wareho ses of
commercial importance, but her merchants were the first to
originate the idea of bonding their warehouses. "'Vith them
also was instituted the system of warehor:se receipts. The
*
''warrants issued against specific goods in store were, among
merchants and traders, passed from hand to hand. Within the
narrov/ lim.its of the mediaeval brotherhoods of merchants these
warehouse re(:eipts were recognized as ''good de livsry" . " ( 2
)
Not only are the bonded warehouses and warehouse receipts the
products of Venetian ing^:nuity but also the oractice of se-
curing bank loans based on the security of warehouse receipts.
''The bankers of Lombardy, in their le^^ding of money throughout
Central Europe, recognized the security of the warehouse re-
ceipt as valid title to merchandise. They had confidence
in the warehouses that the merchandise would not be changed or
remioved without surrender of the proper warrant. The receipts
in hand were, therefore, hypothecated by the rrerchant or
trader with his banker as pledge for a loan. ''(3)
Before commerce became a national affair, while it
was still definitely a town affair as it was during the
(1) Sir vfilliam wshley. The Economic Organization of England,
Page 72
(2) F. A. Haring, Warehousing, Page 5
(3) v.. A. Haring, Wareho::s i^ig
, Page 6
i
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period of the gilds which extended from the thirteenth to
the sixteenth century, the gild halls or "guildhalls"', so
f-^.miliar in England and on the continent, were the olaces
of storage for commodities in trade. ''Theao f^llds apoear
to have been first to attain the conception of a warehouse
building to be used in comimon by several mierchants . They
ther-:fore erected warehouses in which storage space was
leased to individual merchant s 1 ) At first, this leasing
v/as confined to the gild mjembers but later it was e:-:^en"l3d
to include oth cr s •
V> a rehor sing in the United States ( from Colon ia 1
times to the early r:Cth century
Although there has been some industrial life in
America ever since the first settlements v/ere established,
the principal industries in the early days were lumbering,
ship building, trading in furs, fishing and whaling. '//hat
m^anufacturing tooh place was of a hoi-sehold nature. It vvas
not until after the factory system had been in progress for
many years, not until the latter part of the nineteenth cen-
tury, that warehousing, as we know it today, can.e to play
its part in the industrial scheme. Its introdT. ction in
American life came with the great development of railroad
transportation after the Civil V»ar, and then it was in
direct connection with transportation, the early warehouses
being built and operated by the railroad companies. To
provide for the safe-keeping of goods received at the rail-
(1) II. A. Haring, Warehousing, Page 6.
i
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roads wrich were not iiDmediate ly claimed by the consignees,
some form of storage facilities "bpcarr.e necessary. At first
the rallroo.d cars served the purpose; later the railroad
depot; hut eventually, as the quantities of goods handled
by the railroads increased so tremendously, it '.vas found
necessary to erect warehouses for the purpose of stn-'-ing
the commodities.
Remedial Legislation
1. The Granger Fovement
Alrrost immediately after the introduction of ra'l-
roads and railroad warehousing, an attempt v/as made by the
"Granger miovement" to correct certain abuses, which resulted
in the Illinois Lav\^ of lo71, which provided maximum ^ares
and freight rates, regulated warehouses and tVie transportation
of grain, established a board of railway and warehouse com-
missioners, and enacted a general rail'-vay incorporation act.(l)
Shortly after the enactment of this law, in lb76, it was tested
by the case of Munn v. Ill'nois. One of the contentions of
the plaintiffs was that "warehousing was not a public calling
and the business was therefore not within the regulatory oower
of the state. "(2) The fi^lding, however, wac In favor of the
State of Illinois. The decision of Chief Justice .^aite follows.
"Property does become clothed with a public interest when used
in a Tianner to make it of ii-'^hlic consequence and affect the
comm.unity at large. vithen
,
therefore, one devotes his property
to a use in which the public has an interest, he, in effect,
(1) uarold U. Faulkner, American Economic TUstory, Fane 462
(2) Harold U. Faulkner, American Economic History, Faa,e 464
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grants to the public an interest in that use, and n-iUst submit
to oe CO trolled by the public for the common good."(l)
In order to discourage the use of freight cars for
storage purposes, various charges were assessed by the rail-
roads, bit they were the basis of much discriir.inati.^n betwern
customers and this abuse brought them under t>-e ban of the
Interstate Commerce Commission, v/l.ich continued the v;or-: of
the Granges, shortly after it was fomed in lbo7. The public,
claimed that the abuse v/as continued, however, although the
railrp. ods in many instances cor.plajned that tiiis " involuntary
warehousing was done without their speci!"ic consent, and that
it laid upon them responsibilities for the care of the goods
and liability in case of theft, fire, or accident, which w^re
not contemplated in the tariff charge for the mere transporta-
tion of the freight (2)
In the year 1891 the warehousem.en of the country
formed an association and commenced at once a fight to coirpel
the railroads to quit the warehousing business. They were
victorious with the result that the ''free time'' allowed by
the railroads for the storage of goods after arrival at des-
tination was limited and the railroads confined to the trans-
portation of freight. (3)
2. The Hepburn Act
After this scheme was tried cut for some tire, it
was found that it was quite impossible to conplet" ly divorce
the warehousing functions from transport at i on . "Viarehous:r-g
(1> Harold U. Faulkner, American Economiic History, i^a^;e 464
(2) H. /- . Haring, Viarehous ing, P'iL:,es 11 and 12
(5) H. A. Haring, Warehousing, Page 13
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is not separable from the freight ncvement; at initial point,
at various intermediate points where transportation is arrets ted,
and at the final point. While, therefore, this country ha:j seen
a segregation of the two functions in intent and in legal
conception, the net effect has been to encourage voluntary
rather than involuntary storage with the railroads. Prom the
onfe extreme of too much and too free use of railroaa cars and
depots there came a brief period of the opposite extreme, the
prohibition of such warehousing. This extremje was too severe. "(1
And so, in 1906, the Hepburn Act was passed which succeeded in
clarifying the situation for both interested parties. The act
limited the period of free time storage and named a basis for
rates w}]ich were to be assessed by the rai Iroads after the
free time elapsed.
This conclusion was adopted by and made a part of
the Uniform Bill of Lading Act, and today it is found under
Section 4 of the Contract Terms and Conditions on the reverse
side of al] Pills of Lading, as follows:
(a) Property not removed by the party entitled to receive
it within the free time allov;ed by tariffs, lawfully on file
(such free time to be computed as therein provided), after
notice of the arrival of property at destination or at the
port of export (if intended for export) has '"^een duly sent or
given, and after placem.ent of the property for delivery at
destina '.Lcn has been made, may be kept in vessel, car, depot,
warehouse or place of delivciy of the carrier
,
subject to the
tariff char.7^e for storage and to carrier's responsibility as
warehouseman, only, or at the option of the carrier, may be
rer.oved to and stored in a public or licensed warehouse at
the place delivery or other available place, at the cost of
the owner, and there held without liability on the part of the
carrier, and subject to a lien for all freight and other law-
ful charges, including a reasonable charge for storage."
(1) H. A. Haring, Warehousing, Page 15
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Chapter II
WAREHOUSING TODAY
Types of warehouses
There are two main types of warehouses in use
today: (1) private warehouses, rraintained by private con-
cerns for the stor'ige of their ov/n rrerchandise ; and (2)
public warehouses, profit-seeking institutions maintaired
for the comiron use of all depositors of mercliandise
.
1. Private warehouses
Many private warehouses are established during
"boom'' times in order that the concern making the venture
may bettor serve its customers. By controlling the entire
warehouse, its customers may be continuously served whereas
a public wareriou seman must plan his day to the best advan-
tage of all his customers, luch choap space at the uresent
time would prove a great inducement to men who are warehouse
-
minded were they sufficiently sure of future bb-siness.
In some industries, unquestionably private ware-
houses can be profitably maintained. Vyhen a com'^odity
moves continuously throughout the year, it is probiMy
safe to say that the merchant could save money by establish-
ing his own warehouse. In some lines, of cours*"^, nrivate
warehouses are necessary because the nature of the product
is such that for one reason or another it cannot be satis-
factorily handled by public warehouses.
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There are, however, several arguments against
private warehousing. In the Wool business, for instance,
the speculative nature of the business with the consequent
uncertainty haj-'dly warrents the maintenance of a private
warehouse if econorry is the motive behind the venture. The
seasonal nature of the business is another important argu-
m.ent ap;ainst them. A building which will only be utilized
to its fullest capacity on an average of three mont'-.s out
of twelve will be found exceedingly expensive to operate.
Labor is a costly item, too, especia~'}y during dull times
when some men at least must be retained to m.oet emergencies.
In a public v/arehouse t'is expense would be entirely elim-
inated, as the depositor of the goods pays a labor charge
only when some specific job is done for his account. These
contentions are true not only in the Wool business nut in
many businesses which are sub.ioct to seasonal variations.
There is a^^other argument, probably the strongest
of all, which does much to defeat the idea of private v/arc
-
housing. Pankers dislike, and in many cases, refuse to
accept warehoi7se receipts as security frorr self -owned,
subsidiary warehouses which are not independent of the
borrower. In private warehouses the borrower can and docs
control the goods which he pledges as security, and t'-^is
is a danger signal to the banker w> o is asked to loan on
the warehouse rec' ipt. Even when such warehousing is com-
pletely seoarnted from the merchandising feature of the
business, by placing it under the control of a s pnosedly
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independent company, occasionally a banker takes exceotaon
to the warehouse receipts issued by it.
2. Public warehouses
Public warehouses are difficult to disc 2:23 as a
group because there are such wide differences between the
various typos, and even between warehouses storing like
corrjnodities . They are usually divided into four groups*
1. General Rierchandise vvarehouses
2. '.Varehouses for the stora^^e of fungible
goods
3. Cold-storage warehouses
4. Warehouses for special commodities
(a) General Merchandise
It is almost unnecessary to state that f^is
t^fpe of public warehouse is the oldest as well as the iriost
common in the United States today. In passing through a
general rerchandise wareho'se, one observes "piles of
canned goods, cases, bags, boxes, or barrels of sugar,
heavy rolls of paper, cases of dry goods, crates or ingots
of metals, boxes of fruit, stoves and other hard?/are
,
barrels of paints or glucose, crates of furniture, hampe;''s
oP china, boxes of canned or dried milk, candy, or choco-
late. In various sections of the country one also notices
l&rpie crates of machinery, burlao from foreign countries,
coffee, olive oil, or other soecialties from EuroDe , South
America, or the Orient, and rvibber and sugar from other
countries. .-ill sorts of household goods, o^^'ice equipment,
building m.at^rials, and wearing apparel also will be. found.
(1) A. Lane Cricher, The ! ercliandise vVare"' ouse in Distri.'^u':
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Indeed, there is no limit to the number of commodities
which this type of a warehouse is called upon to store
within its walls, and because of the wide variety of
products handled these ware'^ouses are usually kept quite
busy throughout the entire year. as soon as the volume
of b^^siness in anj line of goods is sufficient to v/arrcnt
it, hov/ever, a specialized type of warehou-se, sometimes
public and sometimes private, is apt to emerge from the
peneral type to mieet the ne'v demand.
(b) Fungible goods
A fungible commodity is one that may be stored
in bulk, one that may be ccm.:-riingled wit'- other goods of
a like kind and grade, without regard to owners'i-ip. This
is done under the principle of so-called ''fungible goods'',
which 3 tes :
"If authorized by agreement or by custom! , a warehouse
man may mingle fungible goods with other gords o^ the s-^^ie
kind and grade. In such caje the various depositors of
the mingled goods shall own the entire mass in common,
and each depositor shall be entitled to such portion there
of as the amount deposited by him hears to the whole. ''(1)
Grain is the most important fungible conmiodity,
although there are numerous other products w^nch are sus-
ceptible of co:nmingling ; flour, sugar, pig iron, coffee,
cotton, hay, potatoes, oranges, tobacco, beans, and broom
corn
.
(1) Uniform iVarehouse Receipts Act, Article 109
1
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Grain storage vao. t:rie fix-sL i'uc::. lc away
from the general merchandise warehoi^se scherre to heconie
a specialized form o"^ storing.
c. Cold-storage
Closely following the estab"" ishment of elevators
for the storage of fungible goods caine the first cold-
storage warehouses (lo65;, prohably the most imoortant
branch of all warehousing. Eut for the cold-storage of
foodstuffs, Tr.an today might fail to secure sufficient f'ood
to satisfy him and surely that which he could secure would
be infinitely less varied. Shortly after the principle of
cold-storai^e was tried out in warehouses, it was extended
to freight cars and ocean liners.
"a cold-storage warehouse is any place artifici-
ally or mec]:ianically cooled to or oelow a tempr;rature of
45° above zero, Fahrenheit, in which food products are
Dlaced and held for thirty days or Tnore."(l)
Public opinion was for so lo'ig de:^initely set
against cold-storage products that some of the sentiment
remains tod-^y. Fowever, the passage of the Pure Food and
Lrug Law and government intervention have done much to
remove the stigma of early days. These warehouses are
as a result su'^'.'ect to much more regulation and inspection
than ordinary merchandise warehouses.
The products which they store are divided into
four classes: (1) highly perishable goods, such as straw-
(1) Uniform Vi'arehouse Receipts Act
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berries or riielons; (2) serni-poi'-isj ^.bles , sucn -iS '.poles
and most vegetables; (3) perishables, such as ir-eats, fish,
eggs, etc.; and (4) non-Derishables , zucYi as nuts, f\-r3
,
etc
.
(d) '.Varehouses for special comrrodities
Special types of warehouses usually result fr'or"
one or two causes. Either the volume of business in some
commodity is so great that it v;arrents the bu: Iding of a
warehouse for its special handling o- so^e peculiarity
of the product makes special v/arehousing essential.
Today there are many tyoes of special wareho^^ses,
most comFiOn among them warehouses for cotton, tobacco,
furniture, automobiles, and v/ool. Fumigation plants for
use in connection with the processing of foreign cotton
are essential in cotton warehouses. Conditicnlng is again
an important factor in con-section v/ith the storage of to-
bacco, which also requires an ir- ense a-ount of floor
space and much light. Furniturr, tcu-ay is carefully stowed
avay in compartnents , each owners by itself. Automobiles
are so bulky that they require either exceptiona ly larre
elevators or runways to transport t.-j-em above the ground
floor. The heavy odor of .»ool prohibits its stor-ige under-
the s=^re roof with certain fc';d products, which would be
ruined if they absorbed the odor.
Construction of '/arebouse Euijdings
"Almost any sort of structure was considered fit

to be called a ''w?irehouse
"
; ^nd warehouse methods, by a
sort of protective coloration, fitted ther^seDves to the
externals of the buildings. In those days it was qi:ite
proper to consign dilapidated old buildin/-;3 to the v/are-
housi-g industry for their reir-aining days. Old factory
buildings, sta"^les, forcaken breweries, abandoned school
houses, were pressed into storage service. The manufac-
turer was content, or at least he was obliged, to have
his p;oods placed in an old building with little or no
shipoing facilities, conducted, probably, by a warehoi^se-
man whose office was ordir.arily to be found upon the
driver's seat of a one-horse wa^i,on.'' (1)
This story is f'd.r from true today. Although
som.e old, ramshackle buildings are still -"g ed for ware-
housing purposes, the average warehouse is a very miciern
building, constructed of crick or concrete, and so built
and equipped that it c^m handle t' e receipt or disburse-
ment of goods with alacrity. The low insurance rates
which are enjoyed by the occupants of modern, prooerly-
constructed, fire-proof buildings are a great ind\- ce-^ent
when soliciting business whereas high rates are exceeaingly
detrimental
.
Location is a rriatter of first importance. ''o
warehousing business can be successfully developed if It
be illogica]ly located. V'ost warehouses today are built
close to but outside of the congested part of a city in
(1) H. A. Parir.g, .Varehousing, Page 16.
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order to obviate costly delays in teaming and transporta-
tion. I/odem warehouses sometimes have terminal connection
for the dockage of large steamers, and nearly aT/ays rail-
road connection.
1. Special features of '<Yool warehouses
In general, a 'Vool warehouse looks much like any
other building. It is ordijiarily a fair-3ized bu-ilding,
of heavy construction, either brick or concrete, and it has
the usual number of receiving and delivery doors. One side
of the building is usually flanked by a track siding for
the handling of merchandise in and out of freight car?,
while the other is equipped to handle merchandise from
trucks and teams. There is only one feature wliich is not
found on the outside of all warehouses and that is the
system of electric whips, which are used to hoist or lov/.-.r
the bags and bales to the desired elevation for receipt or
delivery
.
Inside the buildings, there are but few points
of difference. The buildings are usually very heavily
const-ducted, being able to sustain a great many pounds to <
the square foot. This is very essential because of the
tremendous weight of Vv'ool when it is tiered clear to the
ceiling
.
The one unusual feature about vVool warehouses,
and this may not be common to V*ool warehouses alone, is
the lighting feature. Either the building is supplied
v/ith good-sized windows throughout or else the best light-
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ing features are concentrated on some special floor,
usually the top floor, which is used for grading and dis-
play purposes. There you will find many and very large
windows, making the room very "bright even on cloudy aays
.
r-ood internal lighting is also very important. On all but
grading floors, ".Voo] is tiered clear to the ceiling, block
ing vvindows and keeping out light, and so the 'ool warehou
man m.ust always keep his building well equipped with light
so that errors and accidents may be avoided.
2. Equipment
Nearly all work in a Wool v/arehouse can best be
performed by manual labor. Consequently, there are few
worthwhile appliances in use. Scales are, of course, very
necessary. t any Wool warehouses have one or more built-in
scales on every floor. They also possess some platform
scales for extra work.
V/ool laborers use ordinary two-wheeled hand
trucks for moving bags and bales, as these answer their
purpose better than any modern contrivances. The only
other appliance known in .<ocl w-' rehouses is a portable
elevator, power-operated, for lifting unusually heavy
packages onto tiers. At best they are ve^ aw^cward and
slow, and unless the packages ire very heavy and cum.ber-
some, the labor of tiering them can be done much more ad-
vantageously and efficiently with manual labor. Incident-
ally, these machines, because o" their hu;':^ bulk, are
difficult to transport from one section of the building
j
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to another.
Steps necessary to enter business
1. C-^pital
The State of Ivlassachus^-t ls requires no definite
amount of capital to enter the warehousing business. It
does require a bond in the sum of ;|5,000.00 "as guaranty
that the warehouseman will fulfill his obli£:ations to the
public and to t.ie owner of the goods, and also as security
to be attached by the court for recovery of damages." (1)
This bond costs .550. annually. The regulations governing
the capital requirement var^^ in different states
The warehouseman or the corporation, such as the
caoO may be, should have sufficient funds to warrent enter-
ing the business, hov/ever, as banks and depositors of mer-
chandise consider carefully the responsibility behind the
warehouse before they elect to accept its receipts. The
bond which is required oeiore the license may be issued
lends strength to the position of the warehouseman. It
suggests supervision and furnishes evidence of sincerity
on tne part of the warehouseman.
2. License
The authority to grant licenses to public ware-
housemen in the State of Massachusetts is vested in the
governor. This license is compulsory but there is no
charge made for it. It is issued for an indefinite period
and may be annulled if the warehouseman gives cause for
(IJ H. A. Haring, V/are housing, Page 165
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revocation
.
The text of a license follows:
"The Commonwealth of Massachusetts
To all to whom these presents shall come,
Greeting
:
Know Ye, that V/e, by Our Governor, with the ad-
vice and consent of the Council, confiding in the ability
and integrity of the
Blank V/arehouse
of Boston, do hereby license the above-named Blank "Jarehouse
to be a Public Warehouseman, within and for the city of
Boston, with all the rights and privileges, and subject to
all the liabilities and restrictions set forth in the Laws
relating to Public vVarehousemen; this license to continue
in force during the pleasure of Our Executive for the time
being; provided that the said company shall first give Bond,
as required by Law, for the faithful discharge of the duties
of a Public Warehouseman. If the within licensee at any time
discontinues acting as a Public Warehouseman under this license,
the company shall forthwith notify the Secretary of the Common-
wealth, State House, Boston, to that effect, in order that
the requirements of section six, of Chapter one hundred and
five of the General Laws as to publication, may be complied
with." (1)
3. Charter (privileges, if incorporated)
The privileges accorded to a public warehouseman
under his charter are usually sufficiently broad to make
possible the transacting of any business with which he
might be affiliated. He may be empowered to "carry on the
business of storage and warehousing of property, goods,
wares and merchandise and all business necessarily or im-
pliedly incidental thereto, including the maintenance of
safe deposit vaults for storage of securities and property;
to purchase, hold and occupy or lease real estate; to con-
duct sales of personal property on its premises at public
(1) License issued by the Com. .onwealth of Massachusetts
to the Fargo Stores, Inc.
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or private sale, whether as agent or broker or otherwise;
to hold stock in other corporations; to issue certificates
or warrants, negotiable or otherwise, to persons warehous-
ing goods with the company, and to make advances or loans
on the security or the goods or otherwise; to manufacture,
sell or trade in all goods usually dealt in by warehouse-
men and generally to carry on and undertake any business,
undertaking, transaction or operation commonly carried on
or undertaken by warehousemen." (1)
(1) Charter, Fargo Stores, Inc
1
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Chapter III
THE FUNCTIONS OF V/OOL 'vYAREROUSIi-TG
After V/ool is shorn and packed at the ranch, it is
scmet-imes temporarily stored in the grower's ovm shearing
sheds until its sale has heen consnmated. Some farmers, hov;
-
ever, ship their Wools as soon as they are shorn to v/arehouses
at nearby points of concentrat icn. They are induced to do this
hy the western railroad companies, who in many cases operate
the "^arehouses. The offer of inducement takes t'vo forms:
(1) in-transit privileges at tb-se warehousing points, which
may be extended for a term of twelve months; and (2) fairly
moderate storage rates while in warehouse. The sreat bulk o*"
the ..ool, however, moves eastward for storap^e in hcston or in
Philadelphia. In the warehouses at these centers are gathered
not only the bulk of domestic ''vools but also "Vools from all
over the world: Australia, New Zealand, South America,
South Africa, India, Cbina, Russia, and the "^ritish Isles.
There are also other fibres which come under tbe reneral
classification of Wool, and are, in consequence, stored in
the so-called ?*'ool warehouses: Iv^ohair, Camel ^air. Cashmere,
Alpaca, and Vfcma. L'ot only do these ware'^o- -^^s ^qr-ile
Mools in the grease as tbey are received from tue ranch
but also scoured and carbonized Wools, or Wools from which
-11 foreign matter has been rem;0ved by prcr ^ ' n ~ . Yet
again some fOols arc received in a graded conaition; others
to be graded while in storage. Numerous by-products of
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'.'ool, such as I'oiis, the short fibres coiiibed out of the
Jooi in the process of laaking Yarns, end certain of the
better grades of V/ool V/aste, have been sp^rovr^d b/ trie
i'ire Unaer7;riter s ana art thert.fore acceptauie for stora-je
also
.
Sorriething of the complexity of ;ool c-n s-
cerLainea ^ro.^ the fact that there are supposed ue
'some 842 different f^^raaes of ,7ool" (1), which fact ac-
counts in ood measure for the resulting confiisior n f'^e
traue
. Unaer the reaeral .arencuse ..ct, seven stanui^ra
tirades have been adopted:
line
^ Blood
Z/es Blood
t Blood
Lov/ Blood
Conuion
Braid
based on tae diameter of tne fibres, out here a^ain you
must take into coi sideration that Vools from different
sections v&ry to such en extent that they carrot 1" e
classed together. In fact, .'ools from anj sta'.e, v/n:le
of similar character, difier from ranch to ranch because
of differences in breeds of sheep and the conditions under
v/hich they have been raised. It is because oi' tnis fact
that /ool is handled by "'Iols'* and v;ill never be standard-
ized as is Cotton.
I.'Iost , but not alx, domestic '': ols are packed in
burlap bags, while V/'ools from the various foreign countries
(1) Robert L. Jtudley, The i.:ar:veting ana i'inancm^ of ,.oal,
r8£:e 54
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are almost universally -oacked in bales of diff'-rort sizes
^
"vveit^hts, and shapes, v.ar^ n.^^ ./io.i o:.e countr^, Oi. or.^ir.
.
Territory V/ools, or 7/ools thrown v/est of the Mississippi
River, are usually heavily packed in full size bars, while
lecce .cols, taose £_;rown east ihe -;_ver, aiu:i.oui_xi ^jtiCriea
in full sized bags, are seldom fuxly packed. They are or-
dinarily slack bags and connidr-irably .'lore dif :*^:'.c-r!lt to -cn-
dle despite taeir lesser v^ei^^nt. Texas anu .^rizona jooxs
are packed in shorter sacks than other domestic Vo^.ls, and
many California '.Tools are packed in b.ales.
Of the foreign Wools, South jiiaerican .'/ools are
packed in lar^:e compressed bales, often v/ei£;hing better
than 1,000 pounds each. G lina and East India ,7ools are
also packed to a £;reat density but in a smaller bale,
weighing about one-half as much as South American bales,
---ustralian ./ools are received in v/hat are called "bullets";
little, .round, compressed Dales, avera^jing to v/ei^jh about
250 pounds, lew Z©ciland V.'ools are packed in oblong bale
covers, seldom compresseu, but v/ei^.t^. ^ ooat xhe same as
Australian bales. And so it follows with the V/ools from
every foreign country, till packed according to certf in re-
.^uirement s of the country of origir , -^r :.r- differing to
some extent from the others.
1-'' r ima ry Fun c t .1 on s
1, Receiving
I
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Trior to the terder of '.[ool for stor? e, it is
cust(.niary i or tne stcrer to xricuKe soLie type of arran^fciuL.nt
v;i-ch the warehouseman. This may take the form of (1)
rates for storat-e based on the i^acka ,es or eijht, (2) a
contract for stora£;e, or {'6] one rental of a certaxH aiiiOunt
of warehouse sjoace. The first form is the most usual, based
on so riuch per packa£:e. Rates i^ased on the v;eij_ht are rot
customary, except in the case of car loading or unloading,
but when such rates are Cj_uoted they are assessed on ^ross
weights. Some depositors of merchandise make a ^.ractice
of storing all of their luerchandise in one warehouse, al-
though often no form of contract binds them to do so. hen
there is a contract, it is usually for the storage of sll
the t\npes of lool hanaled by the merchant, but such contract
binds hi:.i to store only such '70013 as are received by him
in transit; not those v;hich at the time of purchase are al-
ready stored in some other warehouse. I.:any merchants seek
to rent warehouse space, but this method is not so satis-
factory from the warehouseman's standpoint c-,s it is not so
profitable. V/hen wool is moving rapidly in and out of the
storehouse, the same space may be utilized over and over
again, and the warehouseman profits accordingly. He does
not therefore care to tie himself up in any arrangement
that requires the segregation of any particular space
unless he has more space than he rec^uires or unless he
could not otherwise secure the business, v.-rauing space i^
a ool warehouse is an exception to this rule, as is also
J
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a certain amount of space v/hich the warehouseman atLempts
to keep open to rent for display purposes.
In eastern warehouses all V/ool is stored on a
month -to-month basis, the month extending "from a date in
one calenaar month to, but not including, the same date of
the next and all succeeding calendar months, but if there
be no corresponding date in the next succeeding calendar
month it shall extend to and include the last day of that
month. .7hen the last day of a final storage month falls
on Sunday or a legal holiday, the storage month shall be
deemed to expire on the next succeeding business day."(l)
T'lis Sj^stem is L^uite contrary to the one generally adopted
by warehouses on the Pacific coast, where the '.fool is stored
"not on the basis of monthly charges but on the principal
of storage until March 14 or 15 of the following year."(E)
Rates quoted on the various types of packages
vary from city to city and even between v/arehouses in the
saine city. Following is a typical list of rates as they
might be quoted by a Boston warehouse:
Domestic /ool
Storage *Iiandling "/Weighing
Grease '7ool (in bags) 15 SOyf 10(^
Grease '.Tool (in bales) 20^ 20<^ 159^
(1) Standard Contract Terms and Conditions for General l.ler-
chandise and Cold Storage V/arehouses, as adopted by
unanimous vote by representatives of the Shippers,
Bankers, Rail'way men, and Varehouses, at a General
Conference, April 50, 1926, at Vlashlngton, D. C, and
as approved October 50, 1926, by the United States
Department of Comiuerce
(2) H. A. Haring, V/arehous ing , Page 705
I
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Domestic .Vool
Stora.->:e ^Hand ling Weighing
Texas vYool (in bags)
Scoured '.Vool or IToils (in bags) \2i \bi
Foreign jVooI
Cape, Australian, and ITew Zealand
South American
China and East Indian
155^
15jZf
20i lOjzf
10^
•K-The handling, which is a part of the first month's storage,
covers the handling in, the stowing awiy, and the handli ig
out; the charge being made at the time of r^,ceipt for all
operations
.
charged at the rate of 60jzf per ton based on the gross .vei^iht
of th3 shipment. Extra labor is at the rate of '^b^ per
hour.
based on the amount of space required. The average vyarehouse-
man enters the field of cost accounting to the extent that
he knovtrs about how much his 'occupiable sp;»ce" stands to
cost -hi-.r. per cubic foot per year, and on t'"' is basis he cal-
culates his charges for the various types of packages. Even
today, custom in the trade has miUch to do with the naming of
rates for storage and handling in Wool warehouses. Rates r7or
handling are supposedly based on a unit of the "man hour",
but custom, seems to have clung here even -^ore closely than
in the computation of storage charges. In the old days
there grev/ up in the industry the custom of charging for hand-
ling ixa and out the equivalent of one month's storage, and
with but few variations this basis for the assessment of hand-
ling charges seemis to be in vogue today.
The loading and unloading of cars is usually
These storage rates are the result of computations
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(b) Handling In
Wool, unlike Cotton, is handled in lots. 'Yestern
ranchers usually make a practice of breeding a certain type
of sheep. This choice of breed, together with the fact
that the sheep are raised under similar conditio-s of feed
and weather, tends to make the 'lool shorn from such a flock
of like character. Thus it can be offered and handled as
one lot. The Vi/ool shorn from different breeds raised under
like conditio'^s would vary to such an ext'^nt thFt it could
not be included in the same lot, and there would be just as
wide a difference in a flock of like sheep bred under differ-
ent conditions. This handling by lots is one of the charac-
teristics which makes the marketing of IVool very different
and les.3 satisfactory than the handling of most other products.
Cotton, already mentioned, is easily graded to government
standards, and is consequently much more r^-adily marketable.
The frnction of inspection by the buyer, which is so essen-
tial in the vVool business, v/ith Cotton is entirely eliminated.
The depositor of the "fool usually furnishes the
warehouseman with a manifest or list of the goods to be re-
ceived, showing lots by num/oers, marks, the number of pack-
ages to be expected, and the individual weights and numbers
of the packages. This list, v/hich becomes a pe:^manent part
of the warehouse records, is attached to the receiving sheet
of the warehouse, which is given to the receiving clerk for
checking-in purposes. The warehouse receiving sheet states,
in addition to the information contained on the manifest.
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any special instructions as to disposition of the goods,
whether or not they a ne to be weighed, where to be stored,
and whether or not certain pac'-rages are to be placed or.
display. It is on this sheet that the receiving clerk
records the actual receipt of the merchandise, checking
each package an it is received for the benefit of the ware-
house. Sometimes it occurs that the warehoi' leman is not
furnished with a checking list; in whi'-h casr^, the receiv-
i'lg clerk records on his sheet the members and ^veights of
the individual bags or bales as they are stencilled on the
packages
.
The bags or bales that go to make up a lot are so
alike that some form of marking is essential. This usually
takes one of tv/o forms, either painting or stencil' ing on
the bag with a mixture of lam:p black and oil, or tagging
the packages with the information on fr-e tags. The first
systemi is m'j.ch the more s^it isfactory . Although paiiibed rar'rs
are apt to becor-3 obliterated and are often hard to decipher,
tags are very apt to be pulled off and the whole story lost.
Packages are sometimes marked with a clip mark, sometimes
with a lot number, and with the individual num.ber and veight
of the bag. This marking is for eaiy identification 'i-za. it
is these marks which the receiving clerk checks against the
warehouse records as he attempts to assort the bags which are
generally received in complete disorder. Each lot is given a
warehouse lot number of its receipt, and t'lis member then .u-
comes the basis of all warehoiise records.
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An inspection of the packages as f-ey are received
is also an important part of the receiving function. This
is done primarily for the protection of the warehouse's own
inter sts hr.t it often results in serving also the interests
of the custorrer. !:"any times v/hen discrepancies are noted
on receipt of the goods, a great deal of trouble is saved
later. The contents of the packages are not inspected, hut
the w^^rehouseran is q^^ick to note any -ackages that have "^een
taii:pered with or any excessive short v/eight . If bags or
bales are wet or otherwise damaged, a note is made of it.
Wet 7/00I is damr-ged Wool, and a merchant often has a result-
ing claim for darage if he is insured. All these notations
are copied on the receiving folio fcr the customer's informa-
tion.
Some Wool merchants are particular to have their
merchandise 'veighed as it is received at the wareh ou.se . This
is the m.ost satisfactory method, for if there he any claim,
for short weight it can be made and adjusted at once, whereas
if the Wool is held for several months and the discovery of
short weight made when the lot is v/eighed out of the warehc\'se
,
there is alv/ays a doubt about whether the shortage occurred
prior to the receipt of the lot by the warehouse or while in
storage. The chance of recovery for the loss ir, tV.en less
good. However, many m-erchants are op-...csed to the extra ex-
pense incurred when aool as both weighed in and out, and in-
as-uch as the weighing out is very essential for billing pur-
poses, they often elect to take a ehahce on the receiving
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weights. This is poor economy in the eyes of the warei.ouse-
man, for errors in weights or the recording of v/eights are
very cor^aon, and it is often more costly for the merchant to
suffer the loss through such an error than to pa/ bi.e weigh-
ing charge.
2. Storing
The storing of merchandise is the primary function
of the warehousing business, and a great deal of the success
of a warehouse depends upon the warehouseman's ahiaity to
store goods so as to utilize the maximum amount of space and
at the same time keep in mind the necessary accessibility .of
the individual lots. Fere is where the skill of a warehouse-
man is tested. One factor aids him to some extent, and that
is that most baled Wools are foreign Wools and are therefore
stored together in bonded sections, leaving the free sections
to contain the domestic or bagged 'Yools. This segregation
of the two types of packages makes the planning of the tier-
ing somewhat easier for the warehouserr.an.
Wool has the most absorbent quality of any textile
fibre and holds naturally a large amount of moisture, nor-
mally from twelve to seventeen percent, varying with the
humidity and temperature of its surroundings
. Because of
this fact, it is best 3tor-;d in warehouses so located that
the \'iool will retain its natural moisture, althouj^h under no
conditions may Wool be allowed to get wet, for a wetting will
cause a discoloration. On the other hand, 'Vool sho\- Id not
be allov;ed to dry out, as t'^at would result in a shrirJcage
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in weight, which means a loss of profit to its owner.
(a) Stowing away (tiering)
The tiering of '.vool is a ruther difficult task
and adds to the costs of handling. Pags average to weigh
froiTi 200 to 400 pounds, and the clunsiness of the uncom-
pressed packages makes them difficult for even a tiering
gang of six or seven men to throw up. With baled 'Vool,
after the tier gets too high for the men to lift the heavy-
hales, it is necessary for them to use an electrically
.
operated lifter. '.Vith certain types of bales. Chinas and
East Indias, averaging to weigh 500 lbs., and V,ools from
South America, weighing often over 1,000 pounds per hale,
it is necessary to use the lifter above the floor tier.
Each lot of any size is stored a?; a unit in a
designated space, v/hich is lettered or numbered in such a
way that the warehouseman can locate the lot without delay.
Each lot is also well tagged. A certain section of the ware-
house space is often used for the storage of very sm.all lots
as they require special attention, it being much more diffi-
cult to keep track of one bag lots than lots containing
fifty bags or more.
Baled Wools are usually piled one above another,
they oeing sufficiently sojid and shapely to form good tiers.
It is more difficult to tier bagged Wools well, to so form
the piles that they look straight and true alcnrr, the aisles.
Uost bagged Wools are tiered in bulkheads, thr-.e ^ags placed
together on the floor backed by three bags laid perpendicular
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to them, this order alternating as the tier rises. Texas
Wools, in short sacks, are usually ''texased", in the lan-
guage of the warehouseman, which means that threes parallel
bags are laid oerpendicular to the aisle space, v^hile al3
remaining bags behind them and above them are tiered in the
opros-ite direction with the exception of the three front
bags in every other rcw. All tiers should stand square and
erect, as attractive tiers add much to the general appear-
ance of the warehoi'se. If warehouse space is not in demand,
there are timies when the warehouseman m.ay save the extra
cost of handling the goods by not tiering them at all. This
is particularly true ii. .vool warehouses, where the seasonal
effect of the Wool business is strongly felt.
^Miile Wool is in store, the warehouseman has to
watch it carefu'ly for the first appearance of moths. They
are the worst enemy the Wool warehouseman has to contend
with. Iv:oths work their way down into the f fleeces and by
breaking the fibres, comipletely ruin thjs V:ool. .Vool left
in storage for more than two years is almost certain to he-
core mothy unless the warehoi: seman is continually on his iob.
It is necessary to spray the Vools with moth-killing fluids
in order to keep al] iVools iP: ccnditicn. This wor'-: is sore-
times handled by the customer's representative, but in the
event that it is not ts-ken care of, the warehouseman takes
it upon himself to spray any moth-eaten V^ools, charging the
customer for the insecticide and the labor.
A warehouseman has the right to remove Wool or
I
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other products from one section of a warehouse to another
or from one building to another, provided that he notifies
the Ovner of the \\ool to that effect in order that the cus
tomer may transfer his insurance coverage; otherwise, if
the merchandise were destroyed, the warehouseman would be
liable for its value.
b. Utilization of Warehouse Soace
A warehouseman m.ust know his warehouse in order
to plan a "lay out" that v/111 utilize its capacity to the
fullest extent.
In a t»ool vareho^.se, a certain amount of space
must be reserved for grading purposes. This is often the
top floor, partly because of the better lighting qualities
but also because the upper floors are the poorest from a
receiving and delivering standpoint. Other well-lighted
space is reserved for display purposes.
The remaining space in a warehouse, except what
is used for office purposes, is utilized for the receiving
and stowing away of the ^ool. A certain amount of aisle
space must be left in order to allow for the trucking of
the packages to and from elevators or whip doors. Insur-
ance rrgulations stipulate that aisles must be a certain
width, and that all doorways and other entrances and exits
must not oe blocked. Scales also must be kept clear in
order to efficiently handle the m.ovement of the '.Vool.
In his book, entitled, "vVarehousing" , kr. Faring
aptly sum.s up the question of the utilization of warehouse
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space when he says, "The gross space of the vvarehouse is re-
duced by the necessary floor area devoted to elevators and
stairv/ays, shipping rooms and offices, as well as working
accomodations. Gross space thus he comes "available space",
and the available space is further reduced hy such structural
features as columns and pipes, sprinkler clearance and fire
station boxes. Handling of the goods requires, too, main
aisles and lateral aisles, all of -.vhich become a further
deduction from, the available space. The ''occupiable space"
of the warehouse is, as a result, considerably les=! than the
gross floor area. T'':is applies to all types of wareho-ises . " (
Mr. Haring goes on to report the findings of a
Comm.ittee of Warehousemen, who made a very interesting study
of the average occupancy of -.varehouse space, v/ith the fol-
lowing results :
Aisle space 20-25^
Working spape 5-12
Space perm:anently unoccupied 25-37%'
Waste space Q- 8%
Idle space 0-40
Space at times unoccupied 0-48^
Extremes of vacancy of ware}!Ouse 25-65^
Upon deducting these percentages fromi 100, you iet a result
which shows that occupancy varies fromi 25;^ to 85^ of gross
floor space. This averages nearly 50>^, and it is upon such
estimates as tlils one that warehousemen attempt to calcu-
late their charges and to so compute their rates that they
may show a profit.
3. Car unloading and loading
When Wools are consigned to a warehQuse in car-
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loa'^ lots
,
and many Western 'iVools are received in this
inanne>% the cars are placed on the warehouse siding for
unloading after surrender to the railroad of the delivery
checks. This unloading operation is lust what it says,
the physical ^jnlcading of the car. It requires rrore rren
to handle Wool received in t^-,is .vay t'r'an if the r"erchandi.3e
were taken from teams, and there is therefore an extra
charge of 60jzf per ton assessed for the labor. V^ool re-
ceived in carload lots is taken from the cars and placed
on the warehouse platform, from whence it is trucked or
whipped into the warehouse.
The warehous emian ha:; to follov/ up inco^r.ing ship-
m^ents in order to avoid demurrage charges which would
otherwise accrue to his customers. "The warehouseman,
unless he has failed to exercise due care and diligence,
shall not be responsible for demuj[»rage nor for delays in
unloading inbound cars, nor for delays in obtaining cars
for outbound shipments." (1) However, in order to keep
customers satisfied, the good warehouseman finds it necess-
ary oftentimes to do many small favors for his custom.ers
such as securing order Bills of Lading from banks, delivery
checks from, various sources, and making delivery of such
forms to the proper persons. D'jring the busy season in
Wool warehousing, from lay to September, when the Wools
are coming in fromj the west, the spur track of any Wool
(1) Regulations as adopted at a General Conference April
5C, 1926, at Washington, D.C., and as approved October
30, 1926, by the United States Departrrient of Coru.ierce.
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warehouse is continually cro-Med with cars. The average
siding is long enough to accomodate from four to five cars
at a time, and the cars are unloaded pro- ptly so that an-
other shift of cars may he placed. This is done '^vvice and
scmetim3o three times a day. The warehouseman has quite a
task to meet in ordering the placement of the cars so as lo
satisfy all his customers and at the same time allow the
least possible, if sny, denrarrage to accrue. Warehouses
occasionally agree to m.eet freight charges for their cus-
tomers in order to save any delay in the receiving o^ the
goods
,
"out when they do so the charges are due and payable
upon demand and subject to interest from the date bi^jed
by the warehousem.an
.
Wcien Wool is to be loaded out of the ware-'.ouse
,
the warehouseman orders the railroad to place cars of cer-
tain dimensions on the warehouse siding. This equipment is
ordered with great care in order to obtain the lov/est possi-
ble freight rate for the customer. As soon as the cars are
placed on the siding, the vVool is dropped to the warehouse
platform and loaded into the cars, an extra operation wliich
is assessed the same as the unloading. When loaded, the
cars are sealed, and the Bill of Lading sent to the railroad
for its si;-,nature. The signing of the Fill of Lading is
sufficient notification to tlie railroad that the car is
ready to be moved, and so the railroad pulls the car o^'f
the spur track and sends it en route to its destination.
J
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(a) Pool Cars
A word might be said here about "pocl car'' ship-
ments because of their irriportance in many industries, par-
ticularly produce and manufactured goods. Shipments are
made to the warehouse for local distribution or for re-
f or^/varding direct from the cars. Such carloads may repre-
sent the goods of various consignors and be deliverable to
various c onsl;;?;nees . The assorting is often done on the ware
house platform, entailing only a labor charge. The shipper,
by this method, secures a lesser freight rate on hi£ goods
and at the same time expedites their delivery.
In the 7»ool warehousing industry, pool cars are
unknov»n. Very occasionally, a carload lot is received which
contains Vool belonging to two consignees, sometimes only
one of whom stores with the receiving v/arehouse. When this
occurs, the packages belonging to the warehouse customer are
accepted by the warehouse for storage-, while the remainder
of the carload is immediately turned over to its rightful
owner. The v;arehouse profits in this case to the extent
of a labor charge as well as a charge for the unloading of
the '.Vool which does not remain for storn^^ . The object of
a shipment of this kind is, of course, to secure the carload
rat e
.
4, Delivering
(a) Delivery orders
Goods are delivered only upon pros ntaticn of a
delivery order properly signed and containing complete in-
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structions as to the delivery of the merchanu.l3c . i- Is
order may be in the form of a letter or it may be a regular
printed form. If a negotiable v/arehouse receipt has been
issued in lieu of the receipt of the goods, it must be
properly endorsed and accom.pany the delivery order, either
for cancellation or for a notation of partial delivery.
In the latter instance > most warehouses make a practice of
cancelling the returned receipt and issuing a new one for
the remaining merchandise. Delivery orders iiTiClude orders
for partial delivery, com^plete delivery, or a transfer of
the goods to another owner.
Delivery orders are valuable and must be carefully
filed away in case it is necessary to m.ake reference to them.
They are often attached to the warehouse copy of the delivery
folio for safekeeping.
(b) Handling Out
In the handling out of Vool, the warehouseman goes
through much the same process as when it is received or
handled in. The m.arking and tagging of the packages in
accordance v/ith instructions from the depositor of the goods
is a part of the handling out function. So also is an in-
spection similar to the one m.ade on receipt of the goods •
The object of this inspection is to make certain that there
has been no loss or damage to the goods v/nile in the ware-
houseman's possession. The instructions on the delivery
order may specify weighing; in fact, it is usually the
custom to weigh out, for the goods which have been sold
i
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must fee billed and the billing of ir^ost types of 'wool is
based on the weight at the time of shipment. There are
certain foreign IVools which are sold on original weights
and do therefore leave the warehouse without ^'e -weighing.
\Yh.en goods arc ordered out of the v/arehouse, the
warehouseman has a reasonable time given hin to carry out
instructions. It might so happen that he doubt the authen-
ticity of a delivery order or that he did not care to m.ake
delivery until the charges were paid, and occasionally he
might be unable to deliver through causes beyond his con-
trol. VVhen he so withholds delivery, he has the right to
-assess charges only for the actual time the goods remain
in the warehouse.
Goods are delivered to teems or loaded into freiglit
cars. ..hen delivered to teams, the teamster signs a receipt
for the goods; v/hen delivered to the railroad, the Bill of
Lading is sufficient evidence of the delivery of the goods.
c. Transferring
A customer may order his goods transferred in
warehouse to another customer. IVhen this is done, an order
must be sent to the warehouse giving authority to the ware-
houseman to transfer the goods, and here again if a negotia-
ble warehouse receipt is outstanding it must be returned
properly endorsed for cancellation. This transference may
take place at the time of sale, but it is customary in the
Wool business to allow the buyer of the goods the benefit of
any unexpired time for which the seller of the goods is pay-

ing. TLn such event, the seller asks that the goods be
transferred as of his expiration date provided that the
huyer does not previously take delivery of them. Such a
transfer is not effected on the records of the v/arehouse
until the date when the actual transfer takes place. Ijn-
less otherwise provided, all charges up to the time the
transfer actually takes place are hilled to the storer of
record. If a transfer involves a re -weighing of the wool,
as it often does, it is a custom in Wool warehouses to
charge the weighing to the seller of the goods, but the
repiling is billed to the buyer. This is an accepted
practice and is generally followed unless other arrangements
are made between the seller of the goods and the warehouse.
d. Disposition of goods for unpaid charges
After a certain length of time (one year in
Massachusetts), if a warehouseman's lien for charges has
not been satisfied, he may proceed to dispose of the goods
for the charges. The text of the Uniform Warehouse Receipts
Act in regard to the sale of goods for unpaid charges fol-
1 ow s
:
118. Satisfaction of lien by sale. A warehouseman's lien
for a claim which has become due may be satisfied as fol-
lows: The warehouseman shall give a written notice to the
person on whose account the p.oods are held, and to any other
person '-'nown by the \>rarehov seman to claim an interest in the
goods. Such notice shall be given by delivery in person
or by registered letter to the last known place of business
or abode of the person to be notified. The notice shall
contain
:
(a) An itemized statement of the wareho>iseman ' s claim,
showing the sum due at the time of the notice and the date
or dates when it became due.
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A brief description of the goods against v/'nich the
l:en exists,
(c) A demand that the amount of the claim as stated in
the notice, and of such further claim as shal] accrue, shall
he paid on or before a d?.y mentioned, not less than ten days
from the delivery of the notice if it is personally delivered,
or from the timie when the notice should reach its destination,
according to the due course of post, if the notice is sent by
mail, and
(d) A stqtement that unless the claim is paid within the
time specified the p^oods will be advertised for sale and sold
by auction at a specified time and place.
In accordance with the terms of a notice so giv ;n, a
sale of the goods by auction may be had to satisfy any valid
claim of the warehouseman for which he has a lien on the
goods . The sale shall be had in the place where the lien was
acquired, or, if such place is manifestly unsuitable for the
purpose, at the nearest suitable place. After the time for
the payment of the claim specified in the notice to the deposi
tor has elapsed, an advertisement of the sale, describing the
goods to be sold, and stating the name of the owner or person
on whose account the goods are held, and the time and place
of the sale, shall be published once a week for two consecu-
tive weeks in a nev/spaper published in the place where such
sale is to be held. The sale shall not be held less than
fifteen days from the time of the first publication. If
there is no newspaper published in such place, the advertise-
ment shall be posted at least ten days before such sale in
not less than six conspicuous places therein, ^rom the pro-
ceeds of such sale the warehouseman shall satisfy his lien,
including the reasonable charges of notice, advertisement
and sale. The balance, if any, of such proceeds shall be
held by the warehousemian, and delivered on demand to the
person to whom he would have been bound to deliver or justi-
fied in delivering the goods. At any time before the goods
are so sold any person claiming the right of property or
possession ther' in may pr.y the warehouseman the amount
necessary to satisfy his lien and to pay the reasonable ex-
penses and liabilities incurred in serving notices and ad-
vertising and preparing for the sale up to the time of such
payment. The warehouseman shall deliver the goods to the
person making such payment if he is a person entitled,
under the provisions of this act, to the possession of the
goods on payment of charges thereon. Otherwise the ware-
ho:3serran shall retain possession of the goods according to
the terms of the original contract of deposit.
This enforced selling occurs also v/hen goods are
unclaimed by the owner. Either case would be an unusual
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hapDening in a v»ool varehouse , for the vVool owners or
dealers consist of a siral] group of traders, closely in
contact with one another and well known to the warehou':Gnien
of their commodity.
In New York City, where large amounts of unclaimed
goods- are received, certain warehouses make a specialty of
handling them, and these sales of unclaimed goods are with
them a frequent occurence.
5. R'anipulating
There are two functions which often take place
while the Wool is in warehouses at the eastern centers. The
first operation is known as grading and the second as sorting.
(a) Grading, examining, and repacking
By this term "grading" is meant a segregation of
the fleeces accordi.ig to the diameter of the fibre, '.^ools
are graded for quality or length of fibre or both. Differ-
ent grades result from such grading, varying with the type
of Wool handled and. the purpose for which it is to be used.
The ob,iect of grading is to enable each buyer to select a
line of Wool of even quality and condition that is suitable
for his requirements. It was in t;^ is connection that the
committee working under the supervision of the Pede-''al Viare-
house Act endeavored for so long a period to standardize
Wool so that the grades resulting from such handling would
be as few as possible in number. Seven standard grades
wer3 finally agreed upon. The results of the grading are
divided into classifications: (1) main sorts and (2) off
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sorts. The main sorts corprise:
1. (Fine Staple (some years v/hen styles demand it)
(B'ine I/iediurc (including Fine Staple as a rule)
2. (| Blood Staple
M Blood Glothi"g
3. {3/8s Blood Staple
(o/bs Blood Clcthing
4. (^ Blood Staple
(Ledium Clothing
5. Low I" Blood
6. Common
7 . Bra id
and the off sorts
:
Black
Bucks
Iv'ohair
Seedy and Purry
Cott s
Dead and yurraine
Tags
Locks
Domestic 'Yools are usually graded : Territory
Wools, hecause the mixed breeding of the sheep Vas its ef-
fect i:rpon the 'Vool; and Fleece .'Vools, because o" the ne-
cessity of mingling the individual clips which are very
small. Two exceptions to tlis rule are Texas and California
Wools, which seldom require gr':i.ding because the clips are
so uniform, in character.
Although the grower, by grading his 'Vool prior to
sale, GOV Id obtain m.ore r^oney for it, it is estimated that
"not over 5 percent of the sheepmen grade the fleeces at f^-e
she-^ring shed."(l) This is largely due to tbe ^act that rost
vVool merchants, knowing the re :iuireri.ent g oT ti.eir :.ii^]3, p.^^
-
fer to have the work done under their own surveillance, and
(1) United Sb.tes Tariff Com- iss j on. The V. col -Growing Industry,
Page 228
1
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so it happens that most v^ools are brought east before the
grading takes place.
The Vi'ool grader, who ha?: an expert knowledge of
the product, works always in good light. If he is not
working on a regular grading floor, v;hich is unusually well
lighted, he places himself near an open doorway. He works
at a long bench or grading board, which is surrounded by
portable baskets into which he tosses like fleeces as he
works. As the baskets of the main grades are filled they
are trucked away to be emptied and the 'A'ool is then thro'.vn
into piles, each pile repres'^nting a grade. Each type of
off sort is also throv/n together, but in their case they
are either packed in bags during the process of grading or
as soon as it is finished. The main sorts are allowed to
remain in piles for the inspection of buyers, the Wool show-
ing to much better advantage in this v;ay. These piles are
skilfully built. In the first place, they nust be kept in
order if they are to attractively display the V.ool. There-
fore, after each examination by a prospective buyer, the
warehouseman sees that any fleooes which have been pulled
down are replaced and any odd bits of .vool around the pile
swept away.
A Wool grader, working alone, usually requires
the help of at least four men, and oftentimes there will
be a number of men grading together. This help is usually
furnished by the Y/arehou3eman at his hourly rate for labor.
The graders themselves usually work under the direction of
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the owner of the 'Vool, who pays the grader for the job,
the grader repaying the warehouseman for the laborers he
employs. Occasionally a grader employs his ovm men for a
job of this kind, but in that case the vvarehouseman charges
the grader for the rental of the space which he uses. I^any
v/arehouses encourage graders to utilize their buildings for
grading purposes because by so doing they secure storage
v/hlch might otherwise go to sonie other warehouse.
Examining and repacking so often come together
that one function suggests the other. Vifhen Wool is sold to
a mill, a "take-up" man is sent by the mill to exam^ine it.
If it chances to be graded ;Vool in piles, he handles the
Wool over a board in much the same manner that the grader
originally handled it as he graded it. As rapidly as human
hands can pass the fleeces to the "take-up" man, he sizes
them up and either accepts themi or rejects them, in v/r;ich
latter case he throws them in a pile to one side. If the
Wool is in original bags , the lot is pulled down from its
tier and the individual bags either laid dov/n on their sides
or stood up around the room. Each bag is opened dovm one
side 30 that the "take-up" man miay hurriedly examine them.
Occasionally he finds an entire bag which he refuses to
accept; sometimes just a fleece or two here and there,
'v'yhen warehouses are so congested that there is no space
available to stand the bags, they are trucked by the "talce-
up" m.an for his acceptance or rejection.
When repacking takes place, as it must in the case
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of all graded or piled V/ools, empty bags are hung over a
hoop in a packing frame. One man gets into the bag while
another pas es tlie fleeces up to him, and as the first ran
drops the fleeces into the bag he treads them do^/n. As the
sacks are filled to capacity, the hoop is removed, and the
packed bag dropped onto a truck and taken away.
Repacking may take place for other reasons than
the resacking of Wools that have been handled. Occasion-
ally sacks of Wool are received with the burlap in such
poor condition that the merchant finds it necessary to re-
sack it, and sometimes it is v/ise because bags are so sten-
cilled that they tell more than the o-.vner wishes to disclose
to his buyers
.
(b) Sorting
"vVool sorting is the classification and division
of the Yilool fibres in a fleece into various grOi.;ps or sorts
,
according to fineness, length, soundness, elasticity, color,
spinning and felting qualities ."( 1)
Sorting is a subsequent process and may occur when
Wools have been previously graded. Whereas grading meant
the segregation of com.plete fleeces of 'v«'ool, sorting is
necessary in order to separate the different qualities of
Wool in a single fleece. Some fleeces sort to as many as
eleven different grades and lengths.
Vnool sorters stand at tables, a rov/ of which is
arranged along the side of the room directly i.: front of
windows, as good light is as essential for this work as it
(1) Reference unknown
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is for grading. As the sorter separates the fleeces, the
different softs are collected in portable baskets and thrown
into bins. Often the Wool is trapr;ed or dumped through a
trap door in the floor into bins on the floor below the sort-
ing room, which eliminates congestion and saves time. As soon
as possible, it is repacked and shipped on to the Trail.
This function is not so important a one to the VVool
warehousing industry as is the grading of V/ool because sort-
ing is usually done at the mills, and when it is done at the
warehouse, the employ^jes are nob utilized to the extent that
they are when grading takes place. ';<'hile one grader might
require four m-en, the same number of extras wor^.ld probably be
able to take cave of the work done by twenty sorters. Sort-
ing is a miuch slower process and consequently the .Vool does
not accumulate so rapidly. Vfhere an expert grader may handle
one hundred bags of \iool a day, an expert sorter might be
able to handle only three or four bags.
6. Sampling and exhibiting
Ungraded V/ools in original bags must be displayed
as well as the graded Wool which is so easily shown in
piles. This exhibition of '.Vool is a very imx)ortant function,
for in order to sell Wool it is first necessary to show it.
The nature of the product is such that each and every lot is
sold on its own qualifications and must therefore be seen in
order to be sold.
Some V/ool merchants hire display space by the rcnth
on a rental basis, but most usually sample bags are put down
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when there is the p ospect of a. visit from a buyer and ta/.en
up again after examination and replaced in tiers. Here
again the warehousenan will insist that bags are ocened
down the side, not by cutting but by stringing. Vihen bags
are cut, jute fibres from the burlap adhere to the './ool
and cause considerable dar-iage to it as it eoes tiirough the
various processes into the finished cloth. After bags have
been examined and more or less torn apart, if they are not
immediately taken up, an employee of the warehouse "trims
them up" by replacing fleeces and putting everything in
order. If they are replaced on their tiers, v/hen further
sample bags are ordered, the customer usually designates
fresh bags in order to display his iVools at their best.
Fresh bags are often ordered put down also after "ac:s have
remained on display for sometimie as t'.e ..ocl geus scii-.a
and loses its apoearance. Eags on display are often
covired Ir. order to keep the ;rool clean and i;i jrood condi-
t ion.
While sampling in most warehouses would be a very
minor function, in a Wool warehouse it becorros imuortant
because the nature of Viool is so complex that it takes a
person with a good kno.vledge of the product to sample it
properly. Salesmien need sarples in order to display their
wares to prospective customers v/hen they call at their
m.ills, and great care m.ust be taken to represent a lot of
,.ool in every respect. If a lot of graded Wool is being
sampled, it is necessary to draw samples from all over the
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pile. If samples are being drav/n from bags, a number of the
bags must be sampled in order to secure a truly representa-
tive sample of the lot. The sampler must succeed in r-;pre-
senting the grade which the lot is supposed to be and at
the same time draw his s-^unple from the correct portion of
the fleece.
This service is usually taken ere of by the custome
or his man but occasionally the warehouseman is asked to have
a sample dra.vn and delivered to the customer's office. Som.e
warehouses charge for this service on a time basis; others
offer it as a free service in order to encourage trade.
Iviinor functions
There are numerous miinor functions wl^ich become a
part of the v/ork allotted to the warehouseman, and certain
of them are more or less comjron in V»ool warehouses. Special
services in VVool warehouses are furnishing attendance to
customers, recoope-^ing bales or bags, furnishing stock inven-
tories to customers, placing Insurf-.nce, and trucking. -11
these extra functions are chargeable to the customer but
competition bet'veen warehouses has become so keen in recent
years that somie of them are not infrequently offered as
part of the service without charge.
1. Special services
Of these five services, only three of them are
of much importance in the Wool warehousing industry. Cus-
tomers are not ordinarily allowed to go through warehouses
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unattended, but the services of the employee who accom-
panies them are hilled to them. Recoopering bags and bales
is a part of each day's work. The hooks with which the men
handle the packages are bound to tear the burlap covers,
and af'er numerous handlings, these covers are al.vays in need
of repair. Vfhen packaj.^es are sampled, too, there is always
the necessity of recoopering before the package is allowed
to go out of the warehouse so that no loss in weight will
result. The furnishing of stoclc statements to customers It
a part of the work of every warehouseman. Although the
regulations as approved by the United States Department of
Commerce state that "Stock statements subm^itted in duplicate
by the storer will be checked with the bocks of the ware-
houseman without charge" and that "Extra services in the
interest of the storer such as ... compiling stock state-
ments, etc., are chargeable to the storer", this is not the
usual custom in the v*ool business. The warehouse furnishes
the inventory, although no physical inventory is taken un-
less at the expense of the customer.
2. Insurance
Some states require the warehouseman to include
insurance in his charge and to be responsible for any
damage to products stored with him. This is not true in
Iv'assachuse t ts
.
Rates quoted by Wool warehousem.en in loston do not
include insurance. Occasionally a war-: houseman has an r.^d^^-"-
standing with a customer to the effect that he will i.::mre
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the customer's property, billing him the cost^, but soldo-
is it irade a part of the regular char^^^e. Tnis is more often
the case v/hen V<ools are consigned than owned. T'^ i s fact is
easily explained, as a .Vestern owner would find it more diffi-
cult to insure his /ioods at the proper time of arrival whereas
a Viool merchant doing business in the sam.e city with the
place of storage can easily learn by telephone .lust when his
goods are received at the v/areho se and cover them accordi .g-
ly. Just why the /lool merchant has chosen to take care of
his own .Vocl coverage is not >nown. Perhaps it is b^bcauie
of the difficulty in determining the value of the iool, each
r
lot being a distinctive unit; at any rate, 7/ocl warehouses
are relieved of this responsibility except in rare instances.
3. Trucking
Trucking is a business in itself, but it is men-
tioned h'-.-ro because it is so often carried on . n conjunction
with v.are ousing, and this is very true in the -ool ware-
housing industry as well as in general m.erchandise warehous-
ing. The subject is toe great a one to be approached here,
however ; a volume miight well be written on it alone.
There is one fact that Tiight be noted here. Pe-
cwize of the close proxim^ity of the ^ew Znaland rills to
the Vio 1 center, Boston, a great part of the '.Yool delivered
for m:ill consumption from; the warehouses is transported to
the mills by trucks.
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Chapter IV
THE UNITED STATES TARIFF ACT
ArJL ITS RELATION TO WOOL WAREHOUSIHG
Bonded VVareliouses and thsir supervision
1. Customs Ports
The syst.vui of customs "bonded vvarehou s ing in the
United States seems to have "begun about 1827, a little more
than one hundred years ago. Today there are over one hun-
dred principal port cities in the united States, so caljd
hecause they are places "at vmich a customs officer is sba-
tioned with authority to enter and clear vessels and collect
duties on imports. "(1)
Lany of these ports of entry rcj?e Irland cities
and are only designated as oorts by the United States for
customs purposes. Boston is the principal port of e^fcry
in the state of Kassachuse bts , and through its port the
bulk of foreign "Vools are entered in f'-;is country. The-^e
are only three other oorts in the United States through
which any quantity of '.Vool is handled: New York, which
ranks first in the importation of Cnrpet 'Vools, Philadel-
phia, and San Francisco.
2. Purposes of Bonded /Varehouses
Vihen merchandise is entered at cur por'ts, it be-
comes necessary to store it until customs duties are as-
sessed and paid and the government's lien satisfied. '.Vere
(1) Customs House Guide, Page 811
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all importers compelled to pay the full duty at once on
arrival of the goods it would undoubted] y work a hardship
that many, in fact, most industries could not tolerate,
and so our >T0vernment has allowed r-ierchandise "i"! bond" to
be placsd in storaf>;e in "bonded warehoujes", under the direct
srpervision of its own customs officials, until the importer
wishes to secure his goods for sale or manufacture, at which
time he pays the duty or that part of it apolicable to the
share of tiis goods that he wishes to V/ithdraw from bond.
In this mianner the government provides safe storage for
goods held in its custody until such time as the goods are
released on payment of the duty.
3. Their supervision
At each of the port cities certain warehouies are
kno'vn as bonded warehouses and come under the supervision
of the Collector of Customs for the district. In addition,
at the ports wher-3 the business is sufficient to './arrent it,
a custom's of^^'icor is designated as superintendent of ware-
houses, and it is his duty "to supervise t?ie proceedings at
the several bonded warehouses by visiMng eac- of them fre-
quently in order to insure the promptness and efficiency
of the storekeepers, the accuracy cf the books and rerorts,
and the observance of all official orders and regulations
."( i
)
Then, too, each bond..d warehouse must maintain '"i customs
officer, kno-.vn as a govornment storekeeper, on i-^s nrerises.
(1) United States Custom.s Ponded Warehouse Regulations,
Custom^s House Gride, Page 475
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This officer is placed in each bonded warehouse by the
government but at the expense of the warehouse, vv'^'ich re-
imburses the government each month for the storekeeper's
services
.
4. Duties of the Government Store'ceeper
Kis primary duty is the custody of all bonded
goods stored with the warehouse. Such goods "shall be
placed in charge of a proper cf^'icer of the customs, who,,
together with the proprietor, shall have joint cuso.-^^- of
all merchandise stored in the warehouse. " (1
)
All bonded sections of a warehouse are secured by
customs locks, the keys to which are in the posses Tion of
the custom.s officer and he alone has access to the bonded
space. All bonded goods are received and delivered under
his supervision, as is also all examiining, sampling, re-
coo;oering, and packing of bonded mierchandise . He keeps an
accurate record of all receipts and deliveries, as v/ell as
of any m.anipulat i on of m.erchandise in bor.d, and sends dally
reports of all operations to the warehouse division at the
customs house.
Types of Bonded '.Yareh ouses
There are eight comm.o.i classifications of bonded
warehouses, varying in some degree according to the propri-
etorship or to the class of merchandise handled.
Class I. Premises owned or leased by the novernment
(1) United States Custom.s Tariff Act. Secticn 555
J
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and used for the storage of merchandise undert-;;oing examin-
ation by the Appraiser." Such a building wcjld o--dinarily
be called at the principal ports the Aporaisers Stores.
Goods are lodged there only temporarily for examination and
appraisement; after the duties are assessed the e^ood^ are
forwarded to destination or to a bonded warehouse.*
Class 2. "Importers' private bonded warehouses used
exclusively for the storage of merchandise belo ging to
or consigned to the proprietor thereof." In the 'Vool busi-
ness in Boston, there was a time when there were at le^st a
dozen merchants whose volume of business warranted the main
tenance of a private bonded warehouse, but today in nearly,
if not, in every instance, these merchants utilize the
services of public warehouses.
Class 3. "Public bond'':d warehouses used exclusively
for the stor-d.ge of imported m.erchandise generally." This
is one type common in the ,<ool warehousing industry.
Clans 4. "Bonded yards or sheds for the storage of
heavy and bulky imported m.erchandise. '
Class 5. "Bonded bins or parts of buildings or of
elevators to be used for the storage of grain."
Class 6. "Warehouses for the manufacture in bond,
solely for exportation, of articles made in wliole or i.i
part Qf imported m.aterials or of materials subject to
internal revenue tax."
Class 7. "Warehouses bonded for smelting and refining
imported ores and crude metals ^^or exportation or domestic
]
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c onsump t:* on . "
Class 8. "Bonded warehouses established for the pur-
pose of cleaning, sorting, repacking or otherwii:e changing
in condition, but not manufacturing, impor'ted nerchandise
,
under customs supervision and at the expense of the pro-
prietor. "(1) Kany Wool warehouses come under this classifi-
cation, as the warehouseman wishes to be in position to
offer his customers the extra privilep.es of sorting and
repac'/:ing '/>ool in bond.
Procedure for Seguring Bonded Privileges
In order for a warehouseman to obtain bonded
privileges for his warehouse, it is necessary for him to
file an application with the Collector of Customs at his
port, stating:
(a) Location of the bi^ilding - street and num.ber
(b) Type of construction - brick, steel, concrete,
etc.
(c) Number of floors and square feet per floor
(d) For what purpose to be used
(e) Specify if entire building is to be bonded or
specify floors
(f) Attach certificate from the Board of ?ire Under-
writers (2)
Not only does the Foard of Fire Underwriters
send its reprosentativo to inspect the prooerty to be
bonded, but it is also necessary that a thorough inspec-
tion be m^ade by the superintendent of vvarehouses , who
may suggest any changes he considers necessary before he
(1) United States Customs Bonded vVi rehouse Regulations,
Custom.3 Bouse Guide, Page 474
(2) Procedure for Eon«iing a IVareboi: ne , C^<.:ov.v. s :\> .^e
Guide, Page 473
I
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agrees to approve the prerrises. After these tv/o certi-
fications of approval have been r-ceived by the Collector,
h« attaches them to the criginal letter and application,
and sends them to the Secretary of the Treasury, together
with a bond in duplicate "in such sum and v/3 th such sure-
ties as may be approved by the Secretary of tli e Treasury
to secure the govsriment against any loss or expense con-
nected with or arising from the deposit, storage, or rr.anipu-
lation of merchandise in such warehouse ."( 1 ) The bond for
a Class 8 warehouse costs slightly more than for a Class
3 warehoijse because of tne extra privileges allowed under
the Class 6 form, but the warehouseman willingly incurs
the extra expense as the warehouse labor is usually en.-
ployed v/h3n a customer manipulates his m.erchandise and the
ware'^ouse profits accordingly.
As soon as the warehouse has been officiallv
approved as a bonded warehouse, the United States store-
keeper is installed to take charge of all bonded goods
received for storage by the warehcv.se.
Customs Entries
'<¥hen foreign vessels arrive at our seaports,
it is essential that they be unladen promptly and the ship-
ment discharged fromi the docks with equal promptiiess for
v/ere docks allowed to becorre congested with incoming mer-
chandise the shipping com.pany would have difficulty in
handling outgoing s''" ipment s . 'Yheri 3. ship docks, a copy
(1) United States Custcr.s Ti^rlff Act, Section 555
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of its manifest is irnn.ediately filed with the Collector
of Customs, v/ho issues "peiirdts" to the customs inspector
stationed at the pier after certain necessary entries have
been made by the importers or their agents, the customs
brokers.
1. Types of entries
There are foui' types of entries which may be
used in connection v/ith goods arriving at seaports.
(a) An "l.T." entry or "Entry for immediate trans-
portation in bond.
"
This form of entry is used vrhen goods are for-
warded under carrier's bond to interior ports from the
port of arrival.. This privileged may be exercised anytime
v/ithin one year fromi the drite of importation; or, in other
words, the goods miay be stored in a seaport kvarehcuse and
forv/arded to an interior point on an "l.T." entry within
one year from date of arrival.
(b) An "Entry for Imjnediate Consumiption" or a "Con-
sumiption entry."
yVhen the importer wishes to obtain immediate
possession of his goods, t}iis form is used.
(c) An "Entry for Vvarebousing in Eond'* or a 'ware-
house Entry."
If the im.porter does not wish to take immediate
possession nor pay the assessed duty on his r^oods , he has
the alternative of m.akir^ a v/arehouse entry and placing
his fTOods in a bonded wareh.ouse until such time as he may
require them. A bond is required with t^^is form of entry
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obligating the importer to pay the specified duty or to
re-export his goods at the end of a tljj?oe year period,
(d) kn "Appraisement Entry". (1)
This is an infornial entry allowed by the Collsct-
cr on goods having a declared value of less than C^IOO. or
when goods are received without an invoice. After appraise-
ment, if the appraised value exceeds ^^100., the entry is
returned to the Collector, who calls upon the importer to
make a proper entry.
2. "General Order" m.erchandise
It is in the event that no one of these other
forrris of entry is made that .'lerch.andise is sent to desig-
nated warehouses in so-called "General Order''. "Unless a
customs entry of sor^e kind is made and a permit for exam-
ination issued v/ithin forty-eiglit hours after the ship
reports at the Custom Eouse, goods are transfered fromi
the ship's pier to bonded warehouses under "General Order"
of L'nited States Collector of Custorrs
, t}:e so-called
"General Order'' being a fixed rule that goods will be ssnt
to storage unless entered within the prescribed time." {2)
Merchandise received in General Order is held
pending claimi for one yetr, after which tine it is auction-
ed by the Government and the proceeds distributed; (1)
to the United 3tates Government for duties and other
charges, (2) to anyone claiming for freight charges or
(1) and (2) "Customs Entries", United States Customs
Procedure for Imoortars, Customs Eouse Guide, Pages
626 and 627
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contributions in General Average, and (3) charges due the
warehoi;s e
.
In the event that the value of the merchandise is
so small that it aoes not vvarrent the expense of auction,
the C70\ eminent has the right to condemn the goods and order
its destruction. This is usually done by the warehouse
under the supervision of the Government Store;ke6oer
.
3. Examination and warehousing
y/hen the goods are taken from the dock, they are
transported on bonded teirns to their destination. Lost
usuallyvten percent of a shipment is carted to the Apprais-
ers Stores for examination and appraisal. There are numer-
ous examiners at each port, many of whom are specialists in
somie particular con-,modity. .'Jith a product like Wool, where
the duty is assessed upon the estin.ated yield or the clean
content, it is essential that the examiner be unusually
alert, for judging the shrinkage of V/ool is a difficult
task. There has "oeen much said about the establishment of
a Scouring plant in connection with the Aporaisers Stores
at the port of Boston to test out shrinkages of '.Vool, but
this idea has evidently been abandoned by the Government
as noL wholly satisfactory. If the examiner finds the
value as estimated in the declaration, which accompanies
the certified invoice, insuf ^'icient in his estimation,
and he declares a higher duty, tiie importer, if he disa-
grees with the judgment of the examiner, may appeal to the
Board of General Appraisers, and if not satisfied with its
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verdict, he may carry his case to the Court of Customs
Appeals. After appraisal, if the original entry was a
warehouse entry, the goods are sent to the warehouse to
be stored v/ith the remainder of the lot.
Vihen the goods are received at the v/arehouse,
they are checked in by the warehouse foreman but under
the supervision of the Government Storekeeper. They are
stored in bonded spaoe, and there they remain until such
time as the in-porter pays the duty assessed upon them and
releases them from government control.
There are one or t.vo special features in co?:-
nection with bonded goods in warehouse worthy of mention
here. Merchandise under government control ''is not sub-
ject to levy, attachment, or other process of a state
court, and collectors cannot be enioined by state coijrts
from delivering such merchandise to importers or their
assigns. Another feature is that goods held in the
custody of the Government are exempt from property taxa-
tion.
4. V/ithdrawals and abandonment
In order to withdraw merchandise from bonded
stores or to manipulate it in any way while in store, it
is necessary ^or the importer to secure a ''perrit" signed
by the Collector of the port and the comptroller of cus-
toms. vVhen such permit is presented to the storekeeper,
he allows the permitted function to take place.
Just as there are several forms of customs en-
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tries when goods are placed in bonded stores, so also are
there several forms of ci; stems withdrawal permits for use
when goods are withdrawn.
(a) Withdrawal from warehouse for Consumption
This is the form, used when the duty is paid by
the im.porter.
(h) Vjithdrawal from Warehouse for Transportation
//hen goods are withdrawn from warehouse for trans
portation "in bond" to another customs port in the United
States, this entry is used.
(c) Transportation and Exportation Entry (1)
This form of entry covers goods shipped through
the United States in bond. V/hen t^is occurs, the docum.ent
presented to the Collector of Customs at the port of entry
must clearly state that the shipment is to be transported
through the United States for final exportation to another
country and also the length of time it may remain which
cannot exceed one year from the time of importation.
"Imported merchandise on which the duty has not
been paid remaining in bonded warehouse beyond three years
from the date of importation is abandoned to the Government
and becom.es sub.lect to sale. Such merchandise may be with-
drawn for consumption at any time, previous to sale, upon
payment of duties and all charges and expenses, but cannot
be exported with benefit of drawback or without paym.ent
(1) "Customs Entries", United States Customs Procedure for
Importers, Custom.s Fouse Guide, pa^r© £30?
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of duty."(l) During the three year period when hoaded
goods may remain in the custody of the Government, the
importer may withdraw, upon payment of duty charges, such
portion of his goods as he may require from, time to time.
If goods are abandoned to the Government at the expiration
of the three year period, however, and the sale of such
goods does not return a sufficient sum to pay the duty
and any other government charges, the importer may be
assessed such difference on the bond which he furnished
at the time of importation.
If bonded goods are lost or stolen from the \/are
house, the warehouseman is liable not only for the value
of the merchandise to the owner thereof, but also for the
amount of duty charges to the Government
.
5. Drawbacks
It sorretimies occurs that an iimDcrter v.-inhes to
export merchandise on which the duty has oeen paid. If
such merchandise has been allowed to remain under the con-
trol of the custom.s officer in the warehouse, it may be
entered or withdrawn at any time within the thr^e year
period for exportation. It is worthy of note here that if
the warehouse company has moved such merchandise, upon
payment of the duty, from its bonded to a free section of
the building, this drawback can in no way be effected. A
drawback means a refund of ninety-nine percent of the im.-
port duty originally paid on merchandise exported within
(1) Customs Regulations for Ponded 'warehouses, Customa
House Guide, Page 462
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three years froir the date of irnportaticn directly from
cu 3 boms' control.
The advantage, of drawbacks is derived in most
instances in the case of goods manufactu.red in t-'-.is coun-
try eit}ier p&rtly or v;hclly from imported raw 'materials
which are later exported, the purpose of the law being
to foster domestic industries.
Undcubtedly this sys'jen: of drav/backc Vvas insti-
gated in this country because of a great dissatisfaction
which was felt with regard to cur tariff system. I any
people in this country have been and are strong advccsr^i.G
of the ''free port'' system which has grov/n up in Europe in
the dsvelo-oment of international trade. A ''free port"
means a free trade district in a tariff country. Goods
which are to be re-exported are exempt from the customs
laws. They rray be unloaded, handled, semi-manufactured,
or manufactured, and then shipped out again. In Europe,
the authorities do not even require tariff inspection of
goods entering free ports. vVhereas her^e the importer
must go thorough the formality of entering and declaring
his goods and paying the duty assessed on them, and then
the further formality of withdra-ing when the goods are
ex-ocrted, in a European free port he would be troubled
-,vith none of this detail. Here, toe, the importer loses
One Percent of the ir.ipcrt duty which he is forced to pay
on entering the goods as jvell iis thie Interest oii Ills
ffi c n ey
.
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Chapter V
ccnpzp.ATi^/E i:AR::E:TirG aid federal legisl...
_
.
.
The United States '.Varenouse Act (1916)
In aduition to jtate licenses, which are a requi
site in raost states, certain warehouses which handle a£ri-
cultural products have found it to t ^.eir advantsg^e to be
"licensed" under the United otates ./are house Act. j.x-
censed warenouse is 'a warehouse for the conduct of which
a license has been issued", which mears t;iat tne (Vareno'.! se
or such portion of it as is licensea comes under the rrj-^i-
lation and supervision of the United States Departraent of
Af^riculture
,
acting under the provisions of the United
States ic-iouse Act, ana that all merchandise for wnich
licensed receipts are issued must be stored within li-
censea space. (1)
After the passage of the original Act (AUi^ust li
1916), which dealt with the warehousing of four of the
principal agricultural procucts, (grain, cotton, tobacjo,
and wool;, four years elapseu. uGfore supposedly suai.aara
grades of V/ool were determined and then they were subjecx
to numerous changes. It was rot until 1926 that the De-
partment of ^i-^riculture arriveu at ios i iiic.x concj-usicn,
basing the grades which it approved upon the English
counting system in preference to the American. juring
(1) United States Warehouse Act, Paragraph 10
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that period, the .^qt, itself vvas airiended twice, t..fc first
"C x.^c; in J 0.1J J 1919, ariQ t.ie last oiiae in i'ebruary
,
x^^^o,
and the number of acceptable agricultural products y/as
extended to include ary edible beans, peanuts, potatoes,
broom corn, dried fruits, and syrups. (1)
The original Act made provision only for fungi-
ble c^oods. This feature was corrected, however, before
the stanaardizat ion of ./ool by the i;over nment was suffi-
ciently determined to make possible the marlcetinb of much
-'ool under the .^.ct , the first j'ocl v;arehouse being licensed
in 1920. By 1924, nine .Tool v/arehouses were licensed,
handling a total quantity of nearly 25,000,000 pounds of
..OGu., a very small amount at taat time in comparison with
cot Gon warehouses, numbering b57 and handling 2,160,000
bales of coti:or, or with grain warehouses, 271 in number,
hanaling 56,000,000 bushels. (2)
1. Its his"cory allied with that of cooperative
marketing associations
Although the development of cooperative associa-
tions nas ueen largely traceable to government intervention,
the United States 'Warehouse Act had much to do v/ith their
growth in orit .rDcl ina.istry. Cooperative or^;-x.:Lzat ions
were in existence prior "co the passag^e of the Act in 1916,
but tney comiiienced to "oe a rnuch more active f'£ictor after
its enactment ai.a u^icii, Oj. L.ie ^^.^x ^^v-i.j.Gural .-iU
1923, which established f.ie Federal Intermediate Credit
(1) H. A, Harine,, Jar ehousing
,
ra^^e bSO
(2) :. ... Taring, "Warehousing, Page 338
J
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Bar.'cs. These barks made loans to the cooperative associa-
tions on very favorable terras based on V/ool as col_ateral
against which licensed warehouse receipts v/ere issued.
Because the regulations of these banks did not permit the
making of loans direct to individuals, many farmers were
induced to market their Wools through their local coopera-
tive association, of which there was at least one in every
Wool-growing state. Any group of farmers could form an
association provided they had 500,000 pounds of Wool to
pool in the organization.
These local associations sold their 7/ools through
selling agencies, of which there were two in the Boston
market prior to 1929, the Pacific Cooperative 'Uool Growers,
with headquarters at Portland, Oregon, and the Ft-tional
Wool Exchange, Inc., with its head office in Boston. The
Pacific Cooperative V/ool Growers handled 7/ools assembled
by its own organizations from the states of Oregon, Idaho,
Washington, and California. It had its own warehouse ir
Portland where the V/ools were graded before being sent
east for sale. The National Y/ool Exchange, Inc. acted as
the selling representative for most of the other state
associations. A gteat share of the V/ool handled by these
two companies was under licensed receipts, all in the case
of the Pacific Cooperative Wool Growers, but in the last
years of the Exchange's existence it tended to use regu-
lar warehouse receipts, negotiable in form, running direct
to whichever branch of the Federal Intermediate Credit Bank
I
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happened to be interested in the shipment in question.
This marketing plan was abandoned by the 7/ool
growers in 1929, when the Government took further action
to aid them in the financing of their clips. The local
cooperative associations joined the new plan, and the new
national cooperative forced the two selxing agencies out
of existence. The funds of the Federal Intermediate Credit
Banks were made available to the new company, and these
banks were no longer permitted to make loans to the two
so-called "independent" cooperatives.
The United States Warehouse Act has remained
active in connection with the marketing of other agricul-
tural comraodit ies
,
however, and so it would seem sufficient
ly important to be v;orthy of detailed consideration. And
there is a further chance that licensed receipts may again
be used in financing the V/ool clip through cooperative
associations if and when the present marketing system
fails.
E. Purposes of the Act
The purpose of this Act was to give to 7;arehouses
such regulation as would enhance the value, and, in conse-
quence, the marketability of warehouse receipts, particu-
larly for those agricultural products which are widely sold
or sold on the exchanges. Had Wool been a product which
could have been subjected to accurate standardization, un-
questionably the Wool grower would have profited by the
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use or the new type of receipt, but standardization in
the case or Wool is an impossibility under present con-
ditions, and so the issue of these receipts did not prove
satisfactory nor lasting.
The Act also sought to promote uniformity in
warehousing practices and receipts. Insofar as the licens-
ed V/ool in any warehouse was concerned, it v/as, of course,
successful in its undertaking. Could the control have been
extended to include all Wools, whether merchant -owned or
cooperatively-owned, it might have increased the value of
the warehouse receipt, for under present conditions, Tool
owners or money lenders in one state know very little about
the warehousing laws and practices in another state, which
does not lend added assurance to them,
3, Provisions
(a) Procuring the license
Before a warehouse may become bonded under the
United States 7/arehouse Act, it is subjected to the most
rigid inspection, and, as long as licensed privileges are
retained by the vvarenouse, it is operated under close
supervision
,
Each warehouseman is required to file with the
Secretary of Agriculture "a good and sufficient bond to
the United States to secure the faithful performance of
his oblij:;at ions as a warehouseman under the lav/s of the
State, District, or Territory in which he is conducting
o Olid'
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such v/arehouse," ( 1) This bond is calculated at ^er r.
of 32. per ba_ for ./ool warehouses, but it niay oe not less
than .->5,000. nor aore than ,;.50,000.
Licenses are issued only when the net l... ...^^ of
the v/arehousenan are coinparable to his volume of business
(in the case of 'Tool warehouses, the required amount ht-s
been ^.xii^coa tt ,^4. per oi-t^, ), when the manat,e:ii^;nt Ih co .^. e-
tent , when the reputations of the warehouse and the mana^e-
mert are undeniably good, and v/hen the building itself is
suitable for stora^^e of the proauce and the ec^uipment ade-
quate to handle it. If it is found that the applicant
warehouse answers these requirements, the license is fur-
nished by the Bureau of Markets of the United .states De-
partment of AG.riculture .
Such licenses may be suspended, revoked, or
cancelled, if any any time the warehouse fails to com^:^^
with the regulations as established by the Act.
',7arehouse licenses are renewable periodically,
usually annually, and a fee of ^1. is assesseu lor ei.ch
rerev/al.
(b) Licensed f^raders ara "vei^hers
"The Secretary of iigriculture may, u-on present-
ation of satisfactory proof of competency, issue to any
person a license to inspect; sarapie,. or classify r^T-y r;:'!-
(1) Lxcerpt from the United States 7/are house Act (39
United States Jtatutes at Lart_e, .--a^e 486,
as amended July 25, 1919, ^ nd -Vrr;:-.^;- 'V.^^
,
192^.
)
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cultural product or products stored or bo he stored in a
warehouse licensed under the ^'Xt, according to condition,
grade or otherwise and to certificate the condition, grade
or other class thereof, or to weigh the sume and certificate
the weight thereof, or both to inspect, sample or classify
and weigh the same and to certificate the condition, grade
or other class and the weight thereof, upon condition that
such person agree to coriply with and abide by the terr'iS of
the Act and of the rules and regulations prescribed he^^e-
unde r so far as the same relate to hiir..'^l)
Each warehouse has to be equipped with a suf-
ficient number of licensed inspectors, graders, and weigh-
ers to handle all licensed .i,'ool both in and out of the
warehouse.
A person wishing to become a licensed grader or
weigher makes apulication to the Chief of th^e Bureau of
Markets. Certain requirem nts as to the comipetency of the
prospective grader or weigher have to be certified by the
licensed warehouseman, and the applico.nt miust supply cer-
tain information about his ability and experience for
approval by the Bureau.
Grade certificates and weight certificates may
be issued by licensed graders and weighers in comipliance
with the requirem.ents of the Act. It is essential that
bet;, certificates contain certain inf or-^aticn . A ^:;rade
certificate must embody:
(1) United States ,uarehor?e Act, Section 11
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"a. The caption "United States ;Varehou3e Act, Yool
Grade Certificate"
b. Whether it is an original, a duplicate, or
other copy
c. The name and location of the licensed warehouse
in vi^hich the 'Yool is or is to be stored
d. Th'- date of the certificate
e. The location of the 'vVool at the time of grading
f. If the identity of the Vfool is to be preserved,
its identification in accordance with re.-';;.
-
lation 5, section 16
g. The consecutive number of the certificate
h. The approximate amount of Vir'ool cov-^.red by the
certificate
i. A blank space designated for the purpose in
which, if the identity of the irool is to be
preserved, a careful estimate of the shrink-
age of the Viool may be stated, or in which,
if the identity of the Wool is not to be
preserved, a careful estimate of the shrink-
age of the \'iOol shall be sty ted
j. The grade o:^ the vVool, as deterr.ined by such li-
censed grader, in accordance with regulat''cn
8, and the standard or description in accord
ance v/ith which such Wool is graded
k. That the certificate is issued by a licensed-
grader under the United States IVareho^^se Act
and the regulations thereunder
1. The signature of the licensed grader who graded
the ••Vool."(l)
The weight certificate emibodies much the s'.me
information, c/jly it has to do with the weighing instead
of the grading.
Such licenses may be suspended, revoked, or can
celled by the Secretary of Agriculture if the holder does
not in every way comply with the regulations, and sit ch li
censes are automatically terminated if for any re-ison the
warehouse license is cancelled.
(c) Handling the product
v«ool may be accepted by a licensed ware^ouseiiian
(1) Regulations of the Secretary of Agriculture under tlie
United States .Yarehouse Act (Regulatl:ns for '.Vool
.Varehouses ) , Regulation 7, Section 5
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either fcr storage with its identity preserved or for com-
mingling with other ''Yools , in v/i-ifV event the Identity of
specific lots is lost. vVool is to some o^tcnt a fungible
comiRoditj in that similar Vfools belonging to one depositor
are often gr;ided together or "commingled'', in the language
of the Act, but it is not fungible to such an extent as is
grain, for instance, where a like quality of various owners
is mingled and delivery made from the a^-gregatc.
Under this Act, a warehousemian is responsible for
the care of the commodity to the same extent as he is under
the Uniformi '.Yarehouse Receipts Act, i.e.;
"Each licensed vmrehouseman shall at all times exercise
such care in regard to Wool in his custody as a reasonably
careful owner would exercise under the same circumstances
and conditions ." (1)
Wool, accepted for storage under this Act, must
be kept in a licensed section of the warehouse. xhe amount
of '.Tool that may be stored in such licensed section is de-
termined by the Bureau, and the number of paclrages or weiglit
o.ecided upon should not be exceeded. In the event that '.Yool
is stored in excess of licensed capacity, the Eureau has to
be notified. Lots of '.Yool should be so stored t}iat tl-iey
miay each be accessible for count or inspection by the
department inspector vvho is sent to the warehouse four
tim.eG a year by the Department of Agriculture to chec'- the
physical inventory against the records. All V/ool accepted
for storage in licensed space must be weighed when it is -^e-
(1) Regulations of the Secretary of Agriculture under the
United States vTa rehouse Act (Regulations for Viool
'.Varehouses ) , Regi;latlon 5, Section 12
J
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ceived by the warehouse and. ^^iin v/hen it i2 delivered by
the warehous e
.
(d) Receipts
Special receipt forms, printed in accordance v/lt?i
the Lepartment regulations, are used for both negotiable
and non-negotiable receipts. Both forms must embody the
following information:
"a. The name of the licensed warehouseman and the desig-
nation, if any, of the warehouse
b. The license number of the warehouse
c. The date of termination of the warehouse license
d. A st^ttement whether the warehouseman is incorpora-
ted or unincorporated, and, if incorporated,
under what laws and the amount of the paid-in
capital stock
e. The amount of the warehouseman's bond
f. A statement, conspicuously placed, whether the "Jool
is insured by the warehouseman, and, if insured,
to what extent and whether againnt fire, light-
ning, or otherwise
g. The kind of Vsool
h. A blank space designated for the purpose , in which,
if the identity of the Wool is to he preserved,
a careful estimate of the shrinkage of the "'Vool
may be stated, oi:, in which, if the identity of
the vnool is not to be preserved, a careful es-
timate of the shrinkage of the 'A'ool shall '-^e
stated
i. If the identity o-^ the Wool is to be preserved,
its identification in accordance with regulation
5, section 16
j. If the identity of the Wool is not to be preserved,
a clear and corspicuous notation to that eTPect,
on the face of the receipt
k. T^.e words "Not Negotiable", "Non-Negotiable", or
"Negotiable", according to th^e nature of the re-
ceipt, clearly or conspicuously printed or
stamped thereon
1. That the person entitled to the re-delivery of the
viiool, whetl\er the depositor thereof or the law-
ful holder of the receipt therefor, shall demand
the delivery of the Vrool not later ttian the ex-
piration of one year from the date of the receiot.
' (1)
(1) Regulations of the Secretary of Agriculture under the
United States Warehouse Act (Regulations for Tool
Warehoues), Regulation 4, Section 1
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\Ynen a lot ha3 been weighed and graded, a Wool
Grade and '.Yeight Certificate is attached to the licensed
warehouse receipt before it is used for financing.
Fefore delivery of licensed '.Yool may "oe made by
a warehouse, it is necessary that i:Le licensed receipt,
either negotiable or non -negotiable , be roturned to the
warehouseman for cancellation. In the case of a partial
delivery, trie issued receipt may be returiieu for ciiacella
tion and a new receipt issued for the* balance of the vrool
remaining in the warehouse or the warehouseman "shall
have plainly placed upon tne back of the receipt an in-
dorsement showing the date of delivery, the kind of Viool
delivered and the grade and weight thereof, and ijor. the
face of the receipt a clear and conspicuous notation that
partial delivery has been made in accordance with the in-
corserrient thereon. "(1) The ".varehouseman may also secure
from the person in whose name the receipt was issued a
written acknowledgement of the delivery of the Wool.
The necessity of returning for cancellation or notation
of partial delivery both negotiable and non-negotiable
forms in the event of delivery of licensed '.tool is one
feature that miarks a difference between licensed and regu
lar warehouse receipts. Negotiable receipts must always
be returned to effect a delivery, hut a good delivery
order is sufficient to secure the delivery of goods on a
(1) Regulations of the Secretary of Agriculture under the
United States Warehouse Act (Regulations for Vfool
v/arehorses )
,
Regulation 4, Section 5
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regular ..on -negotiable form without the return of the re-
ceipt.
4. Regulations regarding examination and super-
vision
A system of reports is instituted in licensed
warehouses, each m.onth a report being sent to the Bureau
at lYashington shovi/ing -
a. The balance of licensed ,kOol, by packages and
weight, on hand at the beginning of the month
b. The receipts and deliveries during the month
c. The balance at the end of the mo:ith
It is these reports that are physically checked
during the visits of the inspectors who call at all li-
censed warehouses four times each year. Licensed Wools
must be so tiered that the number of bags in each tier
may be readily accessible for counting by the inspector.
Clear marking is also very essential to help him in his
work. It is customary for warehouses to furnish the in-
spector any aid he may require in securing facts and fig-
ures for his physical inventory, and all warehouse records
are, of course, placed at his disposal.
5. Other features
An agreement is sometimes effected between the
licensed warehouseman and the depositor of Viool whereby
the v;arehousem.an is responsible for insuramce cov^-rage.
This is seldom the case, however, in iiool wiro. c ..sing
,
and so a notation to that effect is made on the face of
the receipt.
]
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The Farm Relief Bill (1929)
During 1929, t:ie two independent cooperatives,
v.-hich had functioned under the ree:;ule tior.s of the United
States /iarehouse Act, were forced out of existence, end
every eastern '.'fool warehouse promptly surrendered its li-
cerse, if it had not already done so.
The Government again atte-ripted to aid the farmer,
and this time it took the form of the Farm Relief Bill.
Congress appropriated no less than I^ISO , 000 , 000 . to be
loaned to the 7/ool growers at the discretion of the Farm
Board on very favorable terms to help the growers to sell
their ^jroduct cooperatively.
The old sttte cooperative organizations continued
their existence but they becai^.e members of the new nation-
v;ide, producer-owned cooperative association, financed with
government funds, and known as the rational ^!Io:>l Ivlarketing
Corporati''^ .
1. The formation of the rational ",7ool ilarketing
Corporat ion
"The 1 atior.al "fool Market ing Corporation was form-
ed to take advanta^^e of the Federal agricultural i.iui . ii:^
act of 1929. The basic plan of organization was suggested
by the Farm Board. The corporation's membership was made
up of a number of cooperative ,/ool mar:veting organizations
in many states, which voluntarily joined the rational V/ool
Marketing Corporation. The corporation appoined a single
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sales arency to sell all of the Y/ools under contr-^ci: zo
the member organizations and thus eliminate sales competi-
tion among the cooperat ives ( 1
)
The money to finance this giant organization was
furnished by the Federal Farm Board on the security of the
clip, whether shorn or unshorn, the individual gro'^er
pleaging his V/ool for sale through his local or^.anization
.
In the event that the farmer -grower failed to ship his
Wool as agreed, he •.-.•as to be penalized lyf per pound by the
cooperative for all V/ool marketed through other channels.
The funds furnished by the Farm Board v;ere supposed to be
repaid with interest within a period of years out of a
reserve which was to be created by the National V/ool Ivlar-
keting Corporation. This reserve was to be accumulated
out of funds paid by the growers for the handling of their
Wools, Of the 2t<^ per pound which they agreed to pay for
Wool sold in its original condition, 1.4^^ was to be paid
to the selling organization to cover storage charges for
a period of six months, insurance, and selling expense,
0,1^ to the National Wool Marketing Corporation for its
expenses, 0.25^^ to the Corporation for the reserve fund,
and 0.c3^ to the local association, V/hen it was found
necessary to grade the Wool, a further 0.49^ was to be paid
by the growers to the selling company. Eventually it was
the hope of the association that the reserve created would
(1) J. F. Wilson, Wool Production in California, Page 40
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be sufficient to finance the organization without Govern-
ment aid.
(a) Its purpose
The purpose of the new legislation v;as to plan
"the orderly marketing of V7ool through a central selling
agency." (1)
The new corporation aimed to stabilize the Wool
market, eliminate the middleman, and secure for the grower
larger profits. The cooperatives argued that their methods
tended to lessen price depressions which were bound to oc-
cur so long as the entire clip was sold within a period
of three or four months, as had always been the custom in
the Wool industry. They completely failed to take into
consideration that "Wool is a world commodity and its
price is determined by world conditions of supply and de-
mand" (2), with the result that no one of their purposes
has yet been accomplished nor is it likely that they ever
will be.
b. Its history
During 1931, the National Wool Marketing Corpor-
ation, through its selling agency, succeeded in marketing
about 125,000,000 pounds or about one-third of the domes-
tic Wool clip. At the close of that year, the selling
(1) Excerpt from the resolutions adopted at ihe meeting of
the National Wool Growers Association in San Angelo,
Texas, on November 20, 21, 22, 1929
(2) E. L. Rhoades, Introductory^ Readings in Marketing,
Page 145
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organization, Draper & Co., Inc., merged its idertity with
that of the national V/ool Marketing Corporation, the
national cooperative assuming all affairs and property of
the sales company. At the end of 1932, business conditions
warranting it, the Draper outfit forsook the cooperative
to recommence their activitie^s as Jool merchants on tneir
own initiative and in competition v/ith the cooperative
whose praises they had so loudly sung for several ye&rs.
And so for the first time this year the National VJool
Marketing Corporation faces the proposition of securir^
consignments and disposing of them without the aid of any
one. Already it is understood that they are making plans
to handle a much smaller quantity than formerly, 50,000,00C
pounds being the goal v;hich they hope to attain.
The Farm Board's attempt to stabilize a declin-
ing market by providing governiaent capital for the opera-
tion of agricultural cooperatives has been a distinct
failure in the V/ool industry. From the time that the act
was passed in 1929, prices have steadily declined, and
the farmer who chose to consign his .Tool to his local as-
sociation has lost no less than the man who sold his V/ool
outright to a legitimate ',/ogI merchant. The middlemen
are still doing business at the old stand, and tliis co:.'iing
season "/ill no doubt find a much larger portic- the clip
in their hands and a much lesser quantity in t:ie n:-nds of
the cooperative.
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Chapter VI
VJ'AREHCUSS RECEIPTS AS 3AIIK COLLATERAL
The '.Varehouseman a Banker
In a sense, every warehouseman is a banker, for
he receives the deposit of commodities for safekeeping just
as a banker receives the deposit of money. Vital differences
exist, however. The banker of money has the use of it while
it is on deposit, returning to the depositor a like amount
on demand, but not the same funds as were originally deposi-
ted. The item of interest earned on the deposit of the funds
enters here also. The ?/arehouseman accepts commodities and
guarantees the return of the same commodities on demand, and
he has no interest in them while they are in his custody
other than a lien upon them for unpaid storage charges or
for any other charges which may have accrued or v/hich may
have been advanced.
One exception to this rule exists in the case of
fungible goods. Like grades of grain, for instance, are
commingled , and delivery of the deposited quantity is made
to the depositor from the bulk quantity on hand. Although,
in many instances, textbooks speak of Wool as a fungible
commodity, the statement is very misleading. Ifool is never
delivered to a warehouse and commingled or blended with
V/ools belonging to other depositors and delivery of a cer-
tain quantity made from the resulting bulk. Like Wools be-
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Ionising to one depositor are at times blended together, usu-
ally in the grading, and tnis v/ork is alv/ays done at the in-
stigation of the owner, never the warehouseman.
The Warehouse Receipt as Collateral
"Warehouse receipts, both negotiable and non-nego-
tiable in form, serve often as collateral on comiaodity or
merchandise loans secured by shipments of ,7col. For secur-
ing such loans, comxaodities are one of the greatest of
assets
.
Since the passage of the Uniform V/arehouse Receipts
Act, vvarehouse receipts lawfully issued by warehousemen of
integrity have come to rank high among banks in tn.is country.
The feeling is current among bankers that there is no in-
strument of credit more secure and perfect than the ware-
house receipt. These receipts tend to have other advantages
also. The ease of transferability of the goods without the
inconvenience of removal is a helpful feature. So also is
the ease of identification, which is made possible by segre-
gating the 7/ool pledged as collateral from other 7/ools,
whether in bags or in piles.
In the majority of cases, when "'Tool is pledged as
collateral on a loan, non-negotiable warehouse receipts are
issued directly to the bank, although occasionally negotia-
ble forms are demanded • Non-negotiable receipts are evi-
dence that certain goods have been stored with the ware-
house issuing the receipt. ".Yhen such a receipt is issued
to a bank against a comi^iodity loan, the banker is assured
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that no delivery will be made nor inspection allowed v/ith-
out his authorization, '//hen a negotiable warehouse receipt
is issued, delivery of the goods cannot be effected without
the return of txhe receipt. Title to the goods held under
a negotiable form follows the receipt, and so the loss or
destruction of one might cause serious difficulty. In fact,
in this event, it is required that the warehouseman be pro-
tected by the giving of a bond before he may be forced to
surrer der the .-^oods . In ?/ool warehouses todey, the rate of
non-negotiable to negotiable receipts issued would be at
least one hundred to one, probably greater.
All receipts used as a basis for commodity loans
must be accompanied by insurance policies properly endorsed
to cover the bank's interest as well as the owners.
1. Different forms
(a) Promissory Notes
"Loans made by Boston banks to the larger Wool
merchants are based far more upon the moral risk than in-
most other lines of business. Many of the large dealers
operate as partnerships, and here again is a factor which
makes for individual judgments rather than for any fixed
standard. The largest houses borrow at times in the open
market, but a great part of the ',7ool financing is done by
the banks in the V.'ool centers, such as Bostor ."(1) Per-
haps this system of direct loans has come to be the prac-
tice because the value of the commodity has always seemed
so uncertain. It has appeared wiser for the banks to
(1) James Paul Vlarburg, V/ool and 7/ool Llanufacture
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trust their judgment of human nature rather than of the
product. Suffice it is to say that on loans of this type
warehouse receipts are not usually pledged as collatfcral
and are therefore in most cases issued in favor of the
merchant or his company. In some cases, with the smaller
merchants, loans are arranged with the pledge of V/ool as
security, and usually in this instance a non-ne:_:ot iable
warenouse receipt is issued direct to the loaning bank and
dravm in its favor. From then on, the warehouse looks to
the bank for its permission before allowing inspection,
manipulation, and, of course, delivery,
b. Letters of Credit (Domestic Acceptances)
Until within the last ten or twelve years, many
shipments of VJool were consigned under the terms, "Sight
draft, Bill of Lading attached", and the ususl bank loan
resulted from this transaction.
In recent years, the custom of using Domestic
Acceptances for the financing of a part of the V/ool clip
has been developed to quite an extent. The right to -:rant
acceptance credit was first given the banks by the Federal
Rese2rve Act, but it was at first confined only to trans-
actions involving the importation or exportation of products.
Since that time, hov;ever, the use of Domestic Acceptances
has been extended to include staple commodixiies in domestic
trade, and so it happens that shipments of ",7ool to the
eastern markets are often financed in this man: er . The
provision in the Act reads as follows:
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"Any merauer oank may accept drafts or biixs of
exchange drav.'n upon it...which grow out of transactions
involving the domestic shipment of goods, provided ship-
ping documents conveying or securing title are attached
at tirae of acceptance; or v/hich are secured at the time
of acceptance by warehouse receipt; or other documents
conveying or securing title covering reaaily marketable
staples." (1)
The method of handling these acceptances fol-
lows. The bank accepts the draft drav/n upon it and de-
taches the accompanying documents, v/hich in the case of
a shipment of V/ool would prove to be a copy of the bil^
and invoice and an order Bill of Lading, t!te goods having
been consigned in tiis way for the protection of the bank.
This Bill of Lading is eventually turned over to the
o./ner of the goods or in some instances direct to the
warehouseman v/ho is going to store the merchandise. This
latter inste^nce is more usual v/hen the shipment consists
of a carload v^hich is to be placed on the warehouse sid-
ing. In either case, the order 311x of Lading has to
be surrendered to the railroad before the shipment can
be released. The most desirable method of handling this
transaction at this point would be for tne bank to harale
the transfer of the goods to a warehouse where the goods
would remain completely under Izs control and be properly
insurea in its favor. -o-.ever, in actual ^:.i,ctice, the
bank surrenders tae Bill of Ledin-; and receives from the
OwTier a form of receipt known as a Trust Receipt . T.:is
action It^aves tne otiu. l, o.uporarily without security. "The
acceptance may still be "considered eligible by. the i'ederal
(1) Federal Reserve .^>.ct, section 13
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Reserve Board even if the docuiaents attached to the draft
at the tine of acceptance tay the banks are iroiaediately
turned over to the custo^/ier, leavin^; the ban-i .vith notha.r.;^
but the unsecured oblii^ation of the customer to put the
bank in funds. Under the lav; ard the regulations a aank
niciy rexease security to an acceptance creuit for any one
custoiiier up to "ten percent of its capital ana surplus v/ith-
out rev^ara and in ad'xition to an eLj.ual line of money bor-
rowed by the s' me customer, provided that if the bank ac-
quires and holds its ov/n acceptance or if the customer ae-
faulto, the debt must in such case be considered as for
money borrov/ed and falls within the li:.iitat icns covering
direct loans of money." (1) As soon as the merchandise is
received by the ^/larehouse, a receipt running to the berk
is issued in lieu of the order Bill of Lading vv.iica ix
surrendered, and the warehouse receipt renders txie trust
receipt no longer effective.
'The maximum time limit of a domestic ^^ccepLaLce
which a bank may accept is six ..lonths , but the customary
period is ninety days for the reason that most transac-
tions are completed vvitriin that period and tnai: accs^. ounces
having over tnree months to run are not eligible for pur-
chase or re-discount by federal Reserve Banks. As the
transaction for vJhich a banker's acceptance is used is
supposed to be self -liciuidat ing , the Federal Reserve
Board naturally looks 'v7ith J:1 =^"~"^^vor upon any ren^ ..ais, but
(1) R. 5. Hecht, Domestic Acceptances (Financing ?7ereho.ised
Staples
)
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it has under certain ci rejoins ta noes recoj_nized and sanc-
tioned suGii renewals for t//o or three ijer iods ( 1 ) je-
cause the "Jool business is a speculative one at best,
these renewals are very often require^d b^- the customer.
The banks usually make a charge of one-quar"cer to three-
eit:hths of one percent for their services for a ninety
day period. This is, of course, in audition to tne regu-
lar aiSGOunt rate. They also in many instances insist
that the ovvner of tne goods collaborate v/ith them in ..i.tiu-
ing the draft, the uanK aavancir^ seventy or eighty percent
of the face of the araft while the customer laeets the
balance. In such case, the oan-c usual-^y re^uirts the
customer to reduce the draft by a further ten percem;
upon each renevval.
oome iaea of the volume of business Vv'hich has
been financed, by these Domestic Acceptances may oe gleaned
from statistics for the year 1930, \'!hen business was con-
ceded to be poor in all lines. The minimum, amount of
acceptance financing based or v;arehoused floods during
that year was in July, ^13 7,000,000., and the maximum
volume in December, |271 , 000 , 000
.
( 2
)
When merchandise is received at the docks from
foreign countries, involving foreign Letters of Credit,
much the same steps have to be taken in order to get it
warehoused and the bank's position made secure with the
(1) R. S. Hecht, Domestic Acceptances (Financing ..'arehoused
Staples
)
(2) Robert H. Bean, New Relation of 'Warehouse Business to
Banking, Distribution and V/arehousing, March, 1931,
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issuance of the vvarehouse receipt to itc order.
2. Necessary features
Nearly all city .:anks liaadle a luv^^ number of
commodities as security on loans which they -nake to trieir
customers. One " of the most difficult problems which many
bankers have to face is the determination of t:ie value of
the comirodity which it accepts as security.
(a) The value o-^ the comjnorlity
In this respect, '.Vool is probably one of the most
difficult commodities to handle, vyhich probably accounts
for the' fact that by far the greater quantity of all Wools,
foreign and domestic, received in Boston, are financed by
one Boston bank, y/hl ch specializes in wool financing. In
order to protect itself against chance of loss, the lend-
ing bank usually makes a practice of loaning only a certain
percent of the cost or determined value of the ^^ledged se-
curity. Even then, during recent price reductions, some
of the banks h-^.ve found themselves saddled with Wool on
v/hich they have loaned far in excess of value.
The warehouseman, by segregating 'Vool pledged as
security on loans from other Wools, helps the banker not
a little. It rnakes it a simple matter for the bank to
determine at all times the condition of the collateral be-
hind its loan, the grade of the comtmodity, and its value
insofar as it can be determined.
(b) The integrity of the warehouseman
'.'Yhen a bank accepts corporate securities as
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collatex'~-al on a loan, it retains pos'iessicn of the securi-
ties and can rest therefore in its asiur?.nce of tneir safe-
keeping. 'Vhen, on the other hand, it accepts merchandise
as the security for a commodity loan, it must entr-jst the
care of such security to scrne ot:;er person's sa^e-'ceeping
.
It "oecomes necessary therefore in order to determirre the
value of the warehouse receipt zo judge the Integrity of
the warehouseman, or, in other words, the integrity of tlie
manageifient of the warehouse. And even com-jlete faith in
the honesty of the management is not q-ite sufficient to
satisfy the requirements; nearly always the question of
the respons ihility of the warehouse is an issue. '.Vhen a
banker or an individual can oe satisfied on bot;; these
counts, he is quite 7;illing to accept the warehouse re-
ceipts issued by the cor.pany for the storage of his goods,
and rr&j it be said here, that in recent years, tlie faith
which bankers have placed in the warehousemen of the
country has seldom been misplaced.
The Agricultural Credits Act of 1925 and the
Federal Intermediate Credit Ran'cs
.estern banks have always made a practice of pro-
tecting themselves ar;ainst loss when arranging loans to
farrrers based on Wool as commodity collateral. Their loans
have often been limited to as little as one-half of the
estimated value, so anxious have tliey been to avoid risk
of loss on so uncertain a commodity. As a result, farro-'s
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were not encouraged to hold their clips until a satisfactory
price could be secured for them. They could pool their 'iool
with those of other farmers if they could not secure their
price. In such case the financing of it was rriade Dossitrle
through marketing associations, hut th.is alternative did not
always prove satisfactory, particularly in the earlier days
of cooperative marketing. Eventually, the western farmer be
came so greatly dissatisfied with the marketing rne thods that
the governiTient took the situation in hand and r)asr3ed the
United States iVarehouse Act in 1916. Vool was one of four
comjrodi ties which they tried to standardize under this act
in the hope that its standardization would le-id to its ac-
ceptance on the commodity exchanges and an increase in the
loanable value of the product.
During the period when the Department of Agricul-
ture was in the process of determining the standard grades
of ,ool, another law v/as enacted, known as the Agricultural
Credits Act of 192,3 , which created the Federal Intermediate
Credit Banks. One of the principal functions of these hanks
was "to make direct loans to cooperative associations com-
posed of persons engaged in producing or marketing agricul-
tural products or live stock." The Act furt-^er provided
"that such loans to cooperative marketing associations could
he Dade to the extent of seventy-five percent of the market
value of the products they have stored in warehouses ."( 1
)
(1) K. G. Moulton, Financial Organization, Page 644
J
9^.
It was in this connection that warehousing came
to oe linked up with the general scheme. The Federal
Intermediate Credit Banks v/ere authorized to make loans
to cooperative associations based on licensed v/areho-ise
receipts issued by the warehouses which wero licensed to
store the goods under the United States Yarehouse Act and
accordingly under Government regulation and supervision.
Naturally the method of financing offered by
the Federal Intermediate Credit Banks encouraged the
growth of cooperative marketing, as some form of associa-
tion was needed in o.pder to secure the advantages of the
Crsdit ranks' system of loans. Although this three-corner-
ed systsm of financing, the Federal Internediate Credit
Banks, the licensed warehouses, and the cooperative asso-
ciations, proved to be very useful insofar as it concerned
products which readily adapted themselves to standardiza-
tion, such .vas not the case with 'Vool, and in 1929, when
another Government attempt was made to help the farmer
-
grower, the licensed warehouses, so far as storage of 'tool
v/as concerned, went out of existence.
The Federal Farm Board and bhe Reconstruction
Finance Corporation
After the passage of the Farm. Relief Pill in 1929
Congress set aside $150,000,000. to be loaned at the dis-
cretion of the Federal Farm Board to the \tool grower in
order to enable him to market his Wools cooperatively.
Under the new plan, the growers were urged to
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"borrow as rr.uch money as pcnsible from local banks or the
local association from the Federal Intermediate Cr^^dit
Dank, whichever the case might "be. Usually sixty per-
cent of the determined value of the comi-^odity cou]d be
raised in this way. The Federal Farm' Board then stood
ready to advance ud to 90% when called upon to do so.
Interest on the money borrowed by the cooperatives from
the Federal Farm f:oard was at the rate of four and one-
half percent at a time when the Wool mierchants were pay-
ing six percent to their bankers.
Since the formation of the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation, one of its subsidiaries, the Rural
Agricultural Credit Association, has '^een responsible for
the financing of that part of the »ool clip that has fall-
en into the hande of the cooperatives. The national coop-
erative was instructed to borrow first from regular chan-
nels and then the association, through the Federal Inte?-
mediate Credit Fan>s, has furnished the remainder of the
money, up to about eighty percent of the value of the
product
.
The national cooperative is at the present time
making plans to handle a quantity of this year's clip,
but a much smaller quantity than it had hoped to handle
at its inception, and, in fact, a much less quantity than
it has attempted to market during the last year or two.
It is understood that for this year the Governinent already
has its plans to finance whatever quantity of -ifool the
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cooperative association succeeds in inducing the farmers
to consign to it, but whether or not the association will
continue to be a factor in the ,/ool business another year
is quite problematical.
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Chapter VII
THE UIIIFORM WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS ACT AIID V/AREHOUSE LAV/
The Uniform '.Tare house Receipts Act
Ever since the time v/hen warehouses first existed,
they have been subject to legislation. They ^were early
found to be afiected v.'ith a public interest and accordingly
subject to public regulation. An attempt to urify the la.s
and practices having to do with the warehousing of ^^oods
in public stores in all the States of the Union resulted in
the enactment of the Uniform .'.'arehouse Receipts Act. Todzy
this Act is in effect in forty-eight states, the exceptions
being Kentucky, Georgia, !'ew Hampshire, and South Cs-rolina.
Its enactment has achieved certain ends:
"(a) Complete assignability of the receipt if it runs
to order;
(b) Complete identification of the document with the
goods it represents;
(c) Qoods in the hands of the warehouseman are im-
possible of attachment
(d) Eull negotiability given to the receipt except
that title does not pass where the receipt
falls into i.nproper hands;
(e) Define's xhe warehouseman's liability
(f) Defines the nature and extent of the warehouse-
man's lien on the goods;
(g) Relieves the indorser of a receipt from guaran-
teeing
1. the integrity of the warehousemen
2. performance of obligations of previous
indorsers ( 1
)
(1) H. Haring, ..'arehousing , l a^e 270
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The lav/s under t^iis Act are ap^jlicabxe to all
warehousemen, not alone public v;arehousemen . T : is 'ques-
tion has been tested in a case of Kich v. .-tLte. -re-
houseman misappropriated c;;rain (furi-^ible £;oods) stored
in his V'/arehouse, but he contended in court that whereas
the capacity of his elevator was ouly 20,000 bushels, it
did not come within the provisiors or the --.ct which
specified warehouses of ^^reater capacity, lie was con-
victed on a finding that "the sections of the V/arehouse
Act constitute a specific statute and it overrules the
£^eneral statute in effeet ... .Therefore it can roake no
difference vjhether the elevator of Rich's could have
qualified as a public warehouse or not."(l)
1. A warehouseman a bailee
A bailee is a ''party to v/hom personal proper-
ty is aelivc^fc^ ULutr c. contract of bailment'', i.n^ l.
contract of bailment means "delivery of personal property
to another for the execution of a special object or pur-
pose." (2) Thertiore it may be deduced that a baile,: is
a party to whom personal property is de Stivered for the
eyecuoion of a speci?.l object or purpose. In t'-As se'-s^',
a warehouseman is i'-a..iee for tht; Cv...^-.odit ies
stored in his warehouse, he in no case acquiring: title
to them.
(1) Rich V. otate, 284 Pac. 905
(2) Harold L. Ferrin and Hugh 'J. 3abb, Com .ercial Law
Coses, Fa$^e 402
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a. His obi i(_,at ions
"A warehouseman shall be liable for any loss
or injury to the £;oods caused by his failure to p;zercise
such care in ree^ard fo them as a reasonably oL-ir^iul o-,i..r
of siiailar goods would exercise, but he shall not oe lia-
ble, in the absence of an a£,reement to fie contrary, for
any loss or injury to the goods wnich could not .tve ^een
avoided by the exercise of such care."{l)
This section of the Act is probably the :;:Ost
frec^uently quoted and one tnat often rei^uires sett^ei^ent
in the cciirts in order to determine to what extent "Cne
warehouseman is liable. Le.ally, the term "regligence"
is aefined as any carelessness v;.iioxi woula not have been
exercised by the average prudent warehouseman. In order
to warrent a finding that negligence on the part of the
v/arenousexTiar. was the cause of damages, ix is necessary to
prove that the damage did result from a negligent act;
otherwise the ware aouseman is not liable. Proof of loss
or injury to gooas while in the custody of the bailee
establishes a prima facie case against the bailee to put
him upon his defense.
The warehouseman is rev.paired to "keep the goods
so far separate from goods of other depositors and fr^m
other goods of the sc^me depositor, for which a separate
(1) Uniform Warehouse Receipts Act, Section 107
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receipt has been issued, as to permit at all time the iaen-
tification and redelivery of the goods iepos ited ( 1 ) The
exception to this rule is fungible goods.
A warehouseman is obligated to deliver goods upon
a demand mad^ either by the holdar of a receipt for the
goods or by the depositor, if such demand is accompanied
with
:
•
"(a) An offer to satisfy the warehouseman's lien
(b) An offer to surrender the receipt if negotiable,
with such indorsements as would be necessary for
the negotiatior of the receipt, and
(c) A readiness and willingness to si^^n, when the goods
are aelivered, an acknowledgement that the^^ have
been delivered, if such signature is requested
by the ..arehouseman ( 2 )
He is justified in delivering the goods to one
who is:
"(a) The person lawfully entitled to the possession of
the goods, or his agent.
(b) A person who is either himself entitled to delivery
by the terms of a non-negotiable receipt issued
for the goods, or who has v/ritten authority from
the person so entitled either endorsed upon the
receipt or written upon another paper, or
(c) A person in possession of a negotiable receipt by
the terms of which the goods are deliverable to
him or order or to bearer, or which has been in-
dorsed to him or in blank by the person to whom
delivery was promised by the terms of the re-
ceipt or by his mediate or immediate indorsee 3
';
A warehouseman has a reasonable time to determine
the validity of the claim for delivery of the goods if any
question arises in connection with them.
(1) Uniform 7/a re house Receipts Act, Section 108
(2) Uniform V/arehouse Receipts Act, Section 95
(3) Uniform 7/arehouse Receipts Act, Section 96
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b. His' responsibilities
A warehouseman is responsible for mis-delivery
of the goods. "Y/here a warehouseman delivers the goods
to one who is not in fact lawfully entitled to the posses-
sion of them, the warehouseman shall be liable as for con-
version to all having a right of property or possession
in the goods if he delivered the goods otherv/ise than as
authorized by subdivisions (b) and (c) of the preceding
section and though he delivered the goods as authorized
by said subdivisions he shall be so liable, if prior to
such delivery he had either
(a) Been req^uested, by or on behalf of the person
lawfula.y entitled to a right of property or
possession in the goods, not to make such
delivery, or
(b) Had information that the delivery about to be
made was to one not lawfully entitled to the
possession of the goods ."(1)
There is a case of Williams v. Storage Co.,
where a warehouseman issued a negotiable receipt to a man
named Lima, which he indorsed in blank as security for a
loan. Later Lima called for the goods and represented
that he was still the holder of the receipt. Relying upon
this statement and his promise to return it, the warehouse-
man delivered the goods without the return of the receipt.
Several years later the receipt was presented and delivery
demanded. The court held the warehouseman liable for full
value, saying, "The right of the plaintiff (holder of the
receipt) to present the warehouse receipt and demand the
(1) Uniform Warehouse Receipts Act, Section 97
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goods stored was a continuing right, a^^ainst v;hich no
statute of limitations runs."(l)
It is a criminal offense for the v/are ^Lousernan
:
"(a) To issue a receipt for goods not actual_y re-
ceived or not under his control at zhe time of
issuing the receipt;
(b) To issue a receipt containing a false statement;
(c) To issue a du|ilicate receipt not plainly so
mark ed
;
(d) To issue a receipt for goods of which he is the
owner, either in whole or in part, and not
stating this fact;
(e) To deliver goods under his negotiable receipt
without obtaining returr of the receipt ."(2)
Yor so doing, the penalty is imprisonmeni: not exceeoing
one year or a fine not exceeding $1,000.
2. The warehouse receipt
A warehouse receipt is documentary evidence that
the goods described therein have been deposited with the
vjarehouseman and it should contain the terms ui^cier v/hich
tae goods were deposited and the conditions under v/h ich
they v/ill be released,
"'.Tare house receipts may be issued by any warehouse
man" (3), ard although there is no standard form for receipts
they must embody:
(a) The location of the v;arehouse v/here the ^^ccds are
stored
,
(b) The date of issue of the receipt,
(c) The consecutive number of the receipt,
(d) A statement whether the goods received will be
delivered to the beare."^, to a specified person,
or to a specified pe^^son or his order,
(1) V/il^iams v. Stora.^e Co., 220 F.Y.S. 124
(2) H. A. Earing, Jar ehousint, , Pa^e 264
(3) Uniform Warehouse Receipts Act, Sect Ion 90
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(e) The rate of storap^e chaPe^es,
(f) A description of the goods or of the p&cke-;es
containing thera,
\^] Jhe sit^nature of the vjare lOuseman, , .'^-j:^
made by his authorized a^^ent,
(h) If the receipt is issued for ^^oods of which the
warehouseman is ovmer, either soxely or jointly
or in coinraon with others, the fact of s'lch
ov/nershipj and
(i) ii. statement of the ci...uUiio o± Luvaiiocis i.ia.j.e a^.- wi
liabilities incurred for which the warehouseiuan
claiijs a lien ."' ( 1)
Other terms and conditions may be inserted b^' the
£.re:LOaoeuian providing tha u uiitjy buull not
''(s) Ee contrary to the provisions of this article,
or
(b) In any wise impair his obligation to exercise tha^
degree of care in tiie safe-keeping of the goods
intrusted to him v;hich a rersonably careful man
would exercise in regard to similar goods of his
own." {?.)
The Uniform Vfarehouse Receipts Act specifies 3v;o
distinct forms of warehouse receipts, negotiable and non-
negotiabie. The two forms differ in actual use chiefly
as to the manner in which right of possession of the goods
covered oy tue receipt pass from one party to anotxier,
and the manner in which delivery of the goods can be ef-
fected
.
a. Fegotiable receipts
According to the ^^ct , a negotiable receipt is
"one in which it is stated that the goods receivea will be
delivered to the bearer or to tne order of any person
named in such re ceipt ." ( 3
)
(±) Uniform ./areuouse Receipts Act, Section 91
(2) Uniform 7/arehouse Receipts ^vct, Section vl
(5) Uniform ;Jarfehouse Receipts Act, Section 92
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A negotiable receipt, like any other regoti'ible
instrument, is subject to enaor sejuent . Ri^^t of possession
of the t^oods follows the receipt, and delivery cannot be
effected without its surrender, properly endorsed. A
transfer of a warehouse receipt operates as a transfer of
title so that a receipt indorsed in blank is held to be
presumptive evidence of ownership of the goods. (1)
If any of the re'^uired information on a receipt
is omitted in the case of a negotiable instrioment , and
any person is injured by the omission, a warehouseman is
liable. I'egotiable receipts should show evidence, among
other things, of rates of charges and any charges and ad-
vances due the warehouseman when the receipts are issued.
However, in the case of Abuthnot v. Richheimer, the court
held "that it is not reasonable to suppose that the law-
maker contemplated the nullification of otherwise valid
receipts for the omission of the rate of storage char._,es.(2
A negotiable receipt .nay be ne^^otiated by de-
livery:
"(a) ;7here, by the terms of the receipt,, the warehouse
man undertakes to deliver the goods to the
bearer , or
(b) 7/here, by the terms of the receipt, the warehouse
man undertakes to deliver the goods to the
order of a specified person, and such person
or a subseciuent indorsee of the receipt, has
indorsed it in blank or to bearer."
negotiable receipts may be negotiated:
(1) oE Cal. 611
(2) Abuthnot v. Richheimer, 72 So. 251
(3) Uniform V/arehouse Receipts Act, Section 122
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"(a) By the owner thereof, or
(b) By any person to whom the possession or custody
of the receipt has been intrusted by the owner,
if, by the terras of the receipt, the warehouse-
man undertakes to deliver the goods to the
order of the person to whom the possession or
custody of the receipt has been intrusted, or
if at the time of such intrusting the receipt
is in such form that it may be negotiated by
delivery ( 1
)
It is only when possession of a negotiable re-
ceipt is the result of dishonesty or theft that it fails
to convey ownership.
A person to whom a negotiable receipt has been
negotiated acquires:
"(a) 3uch title to the goods as the person negotia-
ting the receipt to him had or had ability to
convey to a purchaser in good faith for value,'
and also such title to the goods as the deposi-
tor or person to whose order the i_oods were to
be delivered by the terms of the receipt had or
had ability to convey to a purchaser in £Ood
faith for value, and
(b) The direct obli^jation of the warehouseman to hold
possession of the goods for him according to
the terms of the receipt as fully as if the
v/arehouseman had contracted directly with him." (2)
A person to whom a negotiable receipt has been
transferred by not negotiated acquires the right to com-
pel the transferee to indorse the receipt.
A person v/ho negotiates or transfers a receipt
by indorsement or delivery warrants:
*'(a) That tiie receipt is genuine,
(b) That he has a legal right to negotiate or "tansfer
it,
(c) That he has knowledge of no fact which would impair
(1) Uniform 'Tare house Receipts Act, Section 124
(2) Uniform la.rehouse Receipts Act, Gection 125
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the validity or v;orth of the receipt, £.nd
(d) That he has a right to transfer the title to the
goods, and that the goods are merchantable or
fit for a particular purpose whenever such
warranties v/ould have been implied, if the con-
tract of the parties had been to transfer without
a receipt the goods represented thereby." (1)
Negotiable receipts must be retuirned for cancella-
tion before the goods may be delivered. If a v;arf '-c i eman
fails to tr;ke up and cancel such receipt, ne is liable to
anyone who purchases the goods where such person acquired
title to the receipt , whether prior or subsequent to the
delivery of the goods by the v/arehouseman
.
In the event of a partial delivery, the negotia-
ble receipt must again be in the hands of the warehouseman
before he may effect delivery. In such case, the original
receipt may be cancelled and a new receipt issued for the
remaining goods, or notation of the partial delivery may
be made upon the receipt. If the warehouseman fails to
act in one manner or the other, he leaves himself liable
to action for failure to deliver the goods to anyone vjho
purchases such receipt for value and in good faith.
A v;are:iouseman was sued for delivery of gocds
held uiiU'3_ a negotiable receipt which it had hitherto
delivered to the owner, although the warehouseman had
knowledge of the fact that the negotiable receipt had been
indorsed to a ban.:. The owner failed to settle with the
bank, and the bank sued the warehouseman to recover the
(1) Uniform ./arehouse iieceipts Act, ^ect^on -26
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amount due on the grounds tliat the v/arehousei.ui.
for ae livery without presentation of the negotiable receii t.
The warehouseman contended that the bank had verbally in-
structed him to deliver the ^oods although it had failed
to return the receipt. He was, however, found guilty and
held liable for the value of the goods to tl-e banl-i.ll)
"A warehou seraan , or any officer, c.^urt or ser-
vant of a warehouseman who delivers ^.oods out of the
possession of such warehouseman, knowing^ that a negotiable
rsjceipt the negotiation of v;hich would transfer the r^^.i.
to the possession of such goods is outstanding and uncan-
celled, -;it'iout obtaining the possession of such receipt
at or oeioro t'le t;ime of sich delivery, s.ic.ll, except in
the cases provided for in sections 101 and 121, be found
guilty of a crime, and upon conviction shall be punished
for each of lei se by imprisonment not exceeaing one year,
or by a fine not exceeding <;^1,0C0., or by both." (2)
The t'/Vo exceptions referred to are (1) where
a negotiable warehouse receipt has oeen ±osz or ^^esuro^-ed,
and (2) where goods of a perishable or hazardous nature
^''ove been lav\?fully sold to satisfy a ware'-^o;^ se -'.an ' s lien.
In the case of loss or destruction of a nego-
tiable receipt, a court may order delivery of the goods
upon satisfactory proof of loss or dest ruct i>'^n topet^.^^r
with the giving of a bond with sufficient surexics uO ro-
ll) 258 ?ac. 186
(2) Uniform V.'arehouse Receipts ^ct, Section 158
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tect the warehouseman from any liability or expa^ice
.
'nthere goods of a perishable or hazardous nature are law-
fully sold, the warehouseman is thereafter relieved of
responsibility "for failure to deliver the goods to the
depositor or owner of the goods or to a holder of the re-
ceipt given for the goods when they were deposited, even
if such receipt ce negot iable . " ( 1
)
Goods stored under a negotiable receipt are not
sub.iect to attacljTient unless the negotiable receipt be
returned, to the warehouseman. This feature protects a
blanker or other person to whom an irxterest in the goods
may have been transferred for value against a creditor
of the original holder.
b. Non -negot iable receipts
Under the Act, a non -negot iab le receipt is one
"in which it is stated that the goods received will be
delivered to the depositor or to any other specified per-
son. "'(2)
A non -negot iable receipt must be plainly so
marked on its face, for omitting this, it is presumed to
be a negotiable instrument and it becomes subject to all
the provisions of negotiable receipts.
'i/Yhen a banker receives a non-negotiable receipt
in his own name, he knows that the goods are under his
sole control and subject only to his order. A non-nego-
(1) Uniform warehouse Receipts Act, Section 121
(2) Uniform vVarehouse ..eceipts Act, Section 92
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tlable receipt cannot be negotiated, and any indor^e-^ent
conveys no additional rights. A delivery order signed by
the banker is sufficient to secure the goods without the
return of the receipt.
vlilien a non-negotiable warenouse receipt is trans-
ferred, the person acquiring possession of it has the right
to notify the v/arehouser'an of tY.e transfer, which obli^jates
the warehouse", an to retain possession of the goods for him.
3. Vfarehouse liens
Although a warehouseman cannot acquire title to
the goods he stores, he can acquire a lien upon them for
unpaid charges, advances, etc. This right may be enforced
against goods stored under a non-negotiable receipt but it
is specific when they are held under a negotiable receipt.
This lien m.ay be enforced:
"(a) Against all goods, whenever deposited, belonging
to the person wl o is liable as debtor for the
claims in regard to which the lien is asserted,
and
(b) Against all goods belonging to others which have
been deposited at any time by the person who is
liable as debtor for the claims in regard to
which the lien Is asserted, if such person had
been so entrusted with the possession of the
goods that a pledge of the same by him at the
time of the deposit to one who took the goods
in good faith for value v/ould have been valid. ''(i)
The v/arehouserran loses such lien if he surrenders
possession of the goods or refuses to deliver thi^r ^r-^.m a
demand is made with which he is bound to corply uncier the
provisions of the Act. He may, however, refuse delivery
(1) Uniform vmre'^ouse Receipts Act, Section 113
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until his lien is satisfied.
There is one peculiar iJhase of the law on liens
with which a warehouseman often runs a^'oul. He cannot
hold a second lot of goods delivered to the warehouse 'oj
a customer for storage charges due on a former lot, because
when delivery of specific goods is made by the wa --ehouse
the v/arehouseman loses his lien on those goods. In a
United States Court case, the court stated the law as
f olloviTS :
"The lien gives security for the amount due him for
the work, hut possession of the property is essential to
the lien. Surrender of possession and the giving of
credit to the owner of the property destroyed the lien...
A lien cannot rise, where, from the nature of the contract
between the parties, it would be inconsistent with the ex-
pressed termis or the clear intent of the contract... A
special contract to accept a particular mode of paym.ent
by a demand, or to give a time or credit for the payment,
is inconsistent with a claim to r-.tain the possession of
the property until the payment is made, and consequently
there is no right of lien in such a case.''(l)
In the event that it becomes necessary for the
warehouseman to satisfy his claim, the provisions of the
Act permit him to sell the goods at auction after a cer-
tain period of time has elaDsed. From the proceeds of
such sale he may reimburse himself for all outstanding
(1) United States Court, 20 . {2d) 74
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chargss and reasonable costs of sale. Certain ste'os are
required ""oefore such auctr'cn can take place; proper noti-
fication to all interested parties; an advertisement of the
sale after a suitable time has elapsed to allow the owner
the opportunity to recover the goods if he wishes to do so,
and eventual:' y tlie sale.
The r:ght of a war eho^is eman to a lien on m.ort-
gaged goods is dependent upon wh'^ther the mortgagee author-
ized the owner to store the goods, upon whether or not the
m.ortgage was recorded at the time the goods were stored,
and upon whether or not such record was brought to the atten-
tion of the warehouseman. It is a well e3tab]lshed law that
a warehouseman cannot recover payment for charges on stored
goods unless he proves that the person who stored them was
the lawful owner.
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THE SUiaiARY
The Economic Justification of ./are housing
V/arehoasing is playing an essential part in the
history of progress. The econoraic services which it ren-
ders benefit not only the warehouseman and his aepositor,
the banker, the insurer, but also all who are connected
with or interested in Marketing problems. Warehousing
easily serves to justify its existence in ways many and
varied
,
A warehouse is a bank for the safe-keeping of
goods or wealth in the process of distribution. This
storing function is the primary function of warehousing,
and it alone is a very important one. Goods must be
guarded and protected against loss and injury, and by
storing them these risks are transferred to and assumed
by the warehouseman when he accepts the goods for storage
and issues his receipt therefor.
By storing goods until the hour of need, the
depositor hopes to create "time value", or an increase
in the value of the commodity sufricient to show him a
profit. This enhancement of value does not tilways oc-
cur, but if storing- does not always succeed in creating
the desired "time value", it does often serve to lessen
t.he chance of loss which occurs when a forced dumping
of goods which are not momertarily needed takes place.
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7/arehousing aids distribution by making possible
storage of products at strategic points. Since hand-to-
mouth buying has been the adopted policy in so many indus-
tries, this practice of distributing spot stocks in widely
scattered cities has been developed extensively by both
manufacturers and dealers. Close proximity to markets
has been attained in this way, with resulting prompt de-
liveries to customers. This feature of modern warehousing
has been responsible in large part for the wide distribu-
tion of nationally advertised products. So also has it
been responsible for the development of the ports of Bos-
ton and Philadelphia as 7/ool storage centers. Hand-to-
mouth buying has been developed by the mills in the VJool
industry to such an extent that Wool must be imraed lately
available after purchase of it has been made.
"The warehouse is the world's most perfect tool
for adjusting the supply of com^iodities to the need of
the human race."(l) It absorbs all types of proaucts,
those produced in season but distributed over a twelve
months' period, those produced over the entire span of
the year but marketed only during a season, and those
which are continusouly produced and distributed throui^h-
out the entire year. The first type is well illustrated
by agricultural products, harvested in season and stored
for year-round consurapti on ; the second by manufactured
(1) A. liaring, V/arehousing , Page 76
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products produced steadily but marrceted only during cer-
tain seasons; and the third type by any number of rnanu-
factured articles continuously produced and in fairly
steady deraand during alx seasons of the year. Those
j^anufactur ers vjho produce the second type of product,
those products v^hich sell seasonally, benefit greatly
from modern warehousing. It used to be that their
plants were rushed part of the year and idle the rest.
But today these manufacturers are able to so plan their
output that their plants are continuously in operation
and their employees continually employed, "/arehousing
of the surplus products was the solution of their prob-
lem. "The proper use of the warehouse medium in pro-
duction and distribution permits an average monthly
production to replace seasonal cycles of manufacture;
and, -/Vhere seasonal production must be iiariceted, al±ov;s
an even flow of the product into the channels of con-
sumption." { 1
)
Warehousing eliminates the possibility of
losing business because of delays in transportation.
By maintaining spot stocks of goods in key cities, tne
chance of late deliveries may be defeated. Having stocks
available facilitates distribution and allows business
to proceed without interruption.
7/arehouses are iaeal mediums for the distrib-
(1) F. Perkins, warehousing the 3aiety Valve of i:er-
chandise Distribution, Distribution and .Varehoasirig,
March, 1951

ution of £iOods. They stsnd ready to deliver coods proraptiy
on order, subject only to the pajnnent of such liens e.s
they are forced to recognize and their own char^^es.
They have, furthermore, come to be £:ei.erally
recognized as the ...ost convenient agency for pool car
distribution which plays so large a part in the marketing
of produce and of manufactured goods. Llixed cars of goocis
consigned to warehouses are efficiently and promptly hand-
led, such portion as is not sold ana im..ea lately reforwarde
being held on storae^e by the warehouse. This system is one
of the outstanding developments or wareuousiitg in recent
years and one of its chief e'conomies. Cheaper freignt
rates are obtained by this method of handling, also, as
shipments are made to the reforwardin^ points in carload
lots. AS a result of this pool car aistribut ion , great
reshipping points, particularxy in the niddle west, have
become in many instances lar^e warehousing ceiters. '^z-
pecialxy is this true- of the city of Chicago.
Warehouses prevent waste and encourage produc-
tion. Because the warehouse can prevent waste, it en-
courages production. .Because perishable prouucts, ...iiuh
would otherwise decay, can be presurved by cola-stcra^,e
/.xethods, the.faraier, the f isheriiiar , etc. have , e v er
-
uouraged to produce what they otherwise wo .la nut have
considered
.
•,7arei:0,;:;in^ lessens the chances of fai-ire rrd
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makes possible a more varied diet. Gola storage sjrves
to provide laan with food and with a ..lore varied diet thbn
would be possible without tnis systbi^ of v/are.io xsin^i
.
But for our cold storage plants there might be times,
even today, particularly d'lririg upheavals of our trans-
portation system, when. famine might s:alk rather close,
for production usually takes place many miles from the
points of consuiiipt ion . T/arehousing has served also to
extend the periods durirjg which certain delicacies may
be procured.
Goal, although not a food product nor subject
to stora£:e in cola-storage plants, provides a negative
example of this benefit. There have been times in re-
cent years when due to strikes or transportation tie-ups,
different sections of our country have been without coal
and great hardship has resulted. V/ere coal stored as
are other products, a serious shortage of this kind
would be prevented.
The stabilization of prices is a direct re-
sult of storing. ..hen a uarket is overstocked with a
cpmxr.odity, its price is low. If there is a shortafc;e,
its orice is ^i^h . By ware^.ousing the surplus when the
market is overstocked, it may be .withheld froi. :aarket
until such time as there is a scarcity, and a closer e-
oualization of prices results. This service promotes
orderly marketing.
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Ware'iousin^ cuts costs. This stateiaent sounds
contradictory but it is true nevertheless. Depositors
utilizing public v^arehouses pay only for t-e priviles^3s
and services ?/hich they actually receive, ".'ere they to
maintain storehouses for their ov;n wares, they v;ould be
forced to face a battery of fixed payments and overhead
items, whether or not tneir buildings were utilized dur-
ing the entire period. By doing business with a public
vjare house, they eliminate these charges. At least, their
share of the warehouse overhead as reflected in their
charges s so small when aportioned over all the business
transacted by the warehouse that it is practically never
considered
.
By utilizing public warehouses, the depositor
may more closely estimate his costs. A man storing with
a public warehouse may figure in advance what it is going
to cost him to store per package or per article. If he
attempts to operate his own warehouse, he must take into
consideration any number of items of expense, some of
which cannot be determined or foreseen, and also the
fact that his building may not and probably will : ot be
utilized to full capacity throughout the entire year.
As a result, his costs are indeterminable and usually
mount higher than anticipated. In the end he finds the
flexibility of public storage a much cheaper means of
at!:,aining his end.

1^3
Dock warehouses function as transit sheds and
serve to eliminate confusion on the docks and minimize
vessel detention. It is very essential that there be no
conflict on the wharves between imports and exports, and
so docks must be quickly cleared. Dock warehouses sprang
up to meet this demand, and so today, unless other action
is taken, goods received for export in advance of the
ship's sailing as well as goods received at the port
from foreign shores are warehoused at "che expiration of
the free time limit of forty-eight hours.
Wool warehouses make possible an inspection of
the product which is essential to sale. Exhibiting 7/ool
is one of the most important functions of a Y/ool ware-
house, because every lot is individual and must be
judged on its own merits.
Warehouse receipts have come to be recognized
as excellent collateral. By their issue, "latent capi-
tal, represented by goods in Soore" is converted "into
liquid form for credit purposes ."( 1 ) This economic ser-
vice is probably the most outstanding in all the field of
warehousing. The fact that the Federal Reserve Bank
permits the re -discount ing of commodity paper, with
warehoused goods as collateral, has done much also to
raise the standard of warehouse receipts in the public's
eyes.
(1) H. A. Haring, Warehousing, Page 105

Warehouse receipts permit the transfer of title
without physical delivery, and by so doing eliminate both
trouble and expense. It is this feature which makes ware-
house receipts such ideal collateral for trading on the
comiiiodity exchanges. The ease of transferability makes
it possible for them to pass from hand to hand, if they
are negotiable in form, in much the same manner as stocks
and bonds. When they are non-negotiable in form, trans-
fer may be effected by the issuance of a delivery order.
The warehouse is the most logical and safest
place for the lodgment of goods which have been hypothe-
cated against loans. Bankers have found it unwise, as a
rule, to entrust the custody of pledged merchandise to
the owner of the goods. By depositing the goods with a
responsible warehouseman, known for his integrity, the
banker may rest assured that his security is in safe hands.
This is the basis of custodian warehousing which has
sprung up in the south and west in connection with the
marketing of agricultural products. By the use of this
system, the owner is enabled to borrow money on his goods,
stored on his own premises, and yet placed in the custody
of a third person for safe-keeping. Because of the one-
crop system in the cotton regions of the south, the cotton
grower has always found it necessary to warehouse his
cotton as soon as it is harvested in order that he may
borrow on it. He must immediately realize on his yield.
i<
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which is his only source of income, in order tnat ne 2a.-^y
live and meet indebtedness which he has alreaay accrued
pending the harvest.
Moral hazards are reduced by warehousing. The
amount of private property which has been destroyed by
fire during the recent depression has been astounding,
one private enterprise after another being burned to the
ground. Yet warehouses continue to stand. Insurance
companies recognize the temptation placed before a man
v;hen he is faced with excessive losses or complete ina-
bility to market his goods at any price, and so in mc.ny
cases they insist that goods which they insure be si.ored
with public warehouses.
Savings in insurance costs may be effected by
storing with modern warehouses. 'Jell constructed build-
ings enjoy favorable insurance rates, and these low
building rates are reflected in the premiums which the
depositor pays on his merchandise.
There are unq.uest ionably numerous other ser-
vices of great economic value rendered by public ware-
houses of today, many of them peculiar to a special type
of warehouse serving only tnose dealing in the commodity
which it stores, but the reasons given here should serve
to justify their existence.
"To obtain the ^^reatest benefits from any form
of wealth, it must be kept in a state of activity, ard

Iii6
if a supply in unbroken continuity could oe secured for
all goods, articles, and raaterials required by the opera-
tions of business, little or no storing would be necessary
and an ideal condition would exist, because the wealth of
the country would be incessantly at work or in a state of
activity, with no idle periods." (1)
:/ere this end possible of attainment, warehouses
would no longer serve an important purpose. However,
warehousing today so thoroughly justifies its existence
that it would enjoy the fruits of its labors for many years
to come. If the warehousemen of the country stand to-
gether, they may work out 'of their present difficulties.
Standards of service must be maintained and improved upon,
competitive rate cutting must be abolished, and all mal-
practices banished forever.
(1) H. B. Twyford, Storing
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